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ABSTRACT. 
A greatly improved apparatus for the detection and measurement of 
micro-quantities of helium and neon was constructed and used to investigate 
the behaviour of helium in lithiun,(alurninium alloy, aold, beryllium 
and meteoritic iron. 
The work described involved neutron transmutation techniques for 
the production of helium in lithitmlalwninium alloy and beryllium, and 
took advantase of the fact that helium is produced in meteoritic iron 
when bombarded with cosmio rays. The work on gold utilised the alpha-
decay scheme of radon as a source of helium. 
The diffusion of helium in lithiu~aluminiurn alloy appears to take 
plaoe by a substitutional mechanism according to the equati9n 
D = 42. exp. ~ - 49•7 X 10.} R T 
where D is the diffusion coefficient expressed in square centimetres per 
seoond. The conditions under which this equation is obeyed, however, 
are shown to be very restricted and highly dependent on the physical state 
of the metal and its previous annealing history. Accumulation of the gas 
into bubbles is believed to be the cause of the rm.rked decrease in evolu-
tion of helium observed when annealing times longer than a few hours are used. 
The values obtained tor the diffusivity of helium in gold are believed 
to be invalid on aooount of the presence of voids along the line of the cold-
weld used to sandwich helium-rich layers of this metal together. The 
validity of this particular technique for aae/metal systems is reviewed 
in some detail. 
~ 
No values are presented far the diffusivity of helium in· beryllium or 
meteoritic iron but the con~~.i!{iijN~~·~" at bubble-formation is a significant 
faotor in diminishing the e.J;,~iJ"t!f8n~9~f liun1 from these metals. 
"- , .~nm"b1•_. 
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I N T R 0 D U C T I 0 N 
l. 
INTRODUCTION. 
The stuqy of processes giving rise to diffUsion of gases in 
solids (partioularl.J' in metals) is a subject of great academic interest 
since it can be made to yield moh in forma tl. on on the structure of 
the solid, and in particular the various or.ystal,defects which are 
now held to be chiefly responsible for diffusion. The olassioaa 
theory of diffusion has been found to be inapplicable to certain 
~stems and it seems very likely that the atoms concerned cannot be 
considered to be non-interacting particles influenced sol~ly by their 
physical size. In some oases chemical effects have a profound 
influence on diffusion rates and the study of the inert gases in 
metals should enable these effects to be eliminated since these g~s~~ 
have no ohemioal affinities. 
Teo~ologically, the significance of gas diffusion studies has 
increased enormously in recent years with the developmmt of the 
peacefUl uses of atomic energy which has involved a great deal of 
research into the compatibility of materials to ver.y high neutron 
fluxes. From thermodynamical oonsiderutions of the "Oarnot oyole" 
type a nuclear reactor Dllst be operated at a high temperature it use-
tul power is to be e:f'fioiently produced, and it is ver.y desirable to 
keep the equipuent as oompaot as possible, i.e. to achieve a high . 
power-density. This is especially the case in the new fast·reaotars 
where the volume of the tuel elements is ver.y small. These oon-
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siderations lead to the release of energy in small volumes of material 
at high temperatures where the readier movement of atoms and crystal 
defects will be promoted. This ease of movement of atoms encourages 
the annealing out of normal fast neutron radiation damage (e.g. that 
due to ''Wigner effect") and eliminates the need tor the controlled 
release of stored energy such as is necessary in graphite moderated 
reactors operating at lower power levels. On the other hand, any 
gaseous products of nuclear reactions ~oouring in the solid reactor 
couponents _ tuel elements, moderator, sheathing and structural 
materials - will possess a greater mobility on account of the higher 
temperature and it becomes necessary to know the possible results of 
such mobility. 
The most acute form ot the problem oacurs in t\lel elemen:bs 
sinoe several fission product chains terminate with stable krypton 
and xenon isotopes, and in addition to these there is at least one 
long - lived inert gas fission produot (Kr 85) whose escape trom the 
reactor could give rise to a serious contamination hazard. More 
immediately serious, however, is the effect of the accumulation at the 
fission gases, either homogeneously or in voids in the metal. This 
accumulation has a marked and rather unprediqtable effect on the physical 
properties and dimensions of the fuel elements. Since helium is a 
product of a nuDJber of neutron-induced nuclear reactions, the problem 
is not restricted solely to fUel elements, but may oaour in. other 
materials (particularly beryllium) which are subjected to the neutron 
flux. Moreover, with the increasing use of plutonium as a fuel the 
helium produced in this material by simple alpha-decay may well 
aggravate the problems already raised by the behaviour of the fission 
gases. 
Less technological interest also attaches to the containment 
of inert gases in metals. Ver,y few ga~ metal systems have been 
investigated from the point of view of diffusion, although much work 
has been directed towards permeation measurements. It has b~en stated 
(1,2) that a sas can only pass through a metal if it can react with it 
chemically, but this view has been modified- by RHINE5 (3) who considers 
that solubili~ in the metal is a sufficient condition for permeation. 
Measurements on inert gafV'metal systems would establish the validity 
or otherwise of these two statements since the inert gases cannot 
react chemically (unpairing of the ls electrons in ·helium and the 
promotion of one of them to the 2s level would require an energy of 
460 kilocalories per gram atom) nor can they dissolve to any 
appreciable extent. 
Considerable confusion has arisen in the literature relating 
to gas movement in solids because of the synonymous use of the terms 
diffusion and permeation. There are in gener.al two states of flow 
by diffusion, one stationary and the other non-stationary, the two 
differential farms of Fick's law for these states being respectively:-
p 
= - n.h.. ~X 
and )c D~ ~t = )x2 
In other words, from the first equation one oan derive the permeability 
constant "P" (the quantity of matter transferred I unit time I unit 
area of unit thickness under a standard concentration gradient) in terms 
of a diffusion coefficient "D". The second equation, relating to the 
non-stationar,y state of flow, refers to the aooumulation of material at 
a point in a medium as a function of time. "D11 and npn will be 
numerically the same if npn is expressed as the quantity of gas 
diffUsing in unit of time through unit area of the exit surface of 
a membrane when unit concentration exists at that surface. The two 
constants are, however, dimensional~ different. Thus, while being 
closely related in theory, the mechanism by which each takes place is 
markedly different. Diffusion may be thought of as the movement of 
atoms through a lattice while the term permeation relates to the passage 
of material through a membrane. 
In the oase of the inert gases in metals the mechanism of per-
meation, assuming it to take place, could be broken down into the 
following steps. 
1. Adsorption of the gas on the surface of the rretal membrane, 
and its subsequent solution in the lattice. 
2. Dittusion of the gas atoms through the metal lattice. 
5.• 
3. Transition of the atoms from the dissolved to the adsorbed 
state at the surface of exit. 
4. Desorption of the atoms from the surface. 
Eaoh of these steps involves an energy term and the slowest of the 
stages will determine the overall rate of permeation. Should any of 
the above steps be energetical~ unfavourable permeation will not take place. 
It therefore appears that the absence of permeat~on in a 
particular system need not imply an inability of the gas atoms to 
diffuse once they are in the crystal lattice of the medium. Diffusion 
is not dependent on boundary effects but is relatively simply in-
fluenced by the oryatal structure, the size of the d·itfusing atom, and 
the nature and number of the defects present in the crystal lattice~ 
JOHNS (4) has shown that the quantity of araon absorbed by 
uranium at room ten;?erature is leas than 1 part in Jxlo5 parts by 
weight, and less than 1 part in Jxl04 at a temperature of 600°e. Both 
these figures are of the magnitude of the uncertainty in the measurements, 
and the actual solubility nay well be much leas. In the cathodic 
'clean-up' of gases in discharge tubes it has been found (5) that inert 
gas atoms can be projected into a metallic lattice and held there, but 
there is no suggestion that this represents any real equilibrium 
solubility. Similar work by SEELrGER etal. (6) gives further evidence 
of the insolubility of the inert aases in metals. In the case of the 
inert gases there is no well authenticated demonstration of permeation 
6. 
through netals, and this is certainly a reflection of the non-solubility 
of these gases in solid metals. Most of the references to be found 
in the literature are shown in table 1. A result nat included in the 
table is that of lDlABARD ( 7) who found that argon permeated in nickel 
as fast as nitrogen, and helium much faster. Since the solubility of 
nitrogen in nickel is negligible at temperatures less than 1200°0. (8) 
it is doubtfUl if permeation even of nitrogen could take place. 
These results should therefore be treated with some reserve. LF. CLAIRE 
and ROWE (9) have ahallenaed the validity of RUSSELL's results (10) on 
the arounds that only a single experiment was made with helium and they 
suagest that the positive result obtained was ·due to hydroaen impurity, 
a likely source of en·or since the alumini)Dll .sample employed had just 
been used for a series of experiments with this gas. This explanation 
is the mre likely since the method of detection used (McLeod aauie) 
was norl-apecifio. 
It would appear then that for most gases diffUsion, rather than 
permeation, throus}l metals is the more signifio~nt process; in the 
case of the inert gases it appears to be the only mechanism possible. 
The case of helium diffusion is especially interestina since 
owing to the snall size of the atom it might be expected to move by 
rather. a ditf'erent mechanism than that by which the heaVier members of 
the sroup are thought to ditf'use. The large atoms of argon, xenon 
and krypton are expected ( 11) to move in the lattice by a vacancy 
1· 
mechanism on~ but it is possible that the smaller atom of helium 
nay move interstitia1}3. This would oertain}3 be expected at low 
temperature where the concentration of vaoanoies will be small. 
Measurement ot the activation eneriJ of· diffusion should be sufficient 
to deoide between these two mechanisms since the eneraies characteri-
sina interstitial and vaoanoy movem!mt are usually very different (12). 
Caution mat be exeroi.sed, h-?wever, in that it is now aenerally 
accepted that lattice detect roovezmnts are not always characterised by 
a unique activation eneriY• It diffusion ot ·gas ta~s :place by a 
mvement of defeats then it might be expected that different effects 
come into operation at different temperatures. Such a phenomenon has 
certainly been observed in studies on the annealing of defeats in 
metals (13,44). 
Work carried out by BARNES etal. (14,15) suggests that even helium 
diffuses by a JD1&ration ot va.cancies towards the atom rather than an 
actual movement of the atom itself. However, the higp temperature 
at which the experiments were conducted would lead to vacancy effects· 
predomdnating over any interstitial mechanism which may have been 
operative. 
The determination of the ages of iron 1neteorites depends 
principally on finding the helium content of the metal, and any loss 
of helium by diffusion should be allowed for. It should be noted in 
this connection that meteorites are supposed not to be unduly heated 
a. 
during their flight through the atmosphere sinoe the heat generated by 
triotion causes the outer layers of the ID9teorite to melt, the molten 
layer being inmediately lost by ablation. Thus the overall rate of 
temperature rise of the metal is small and the portion of the meteorite 
surviving the tall may be quite oool on im,paot (16). It may well be, 
however, that in oertain oases warming does occur resulting in loss 
of helium by diffusion and a Jmowledge of the possible extent of suoh 
a loss becomes of importance. 
Again, in experiments designed to measure the neutron cross-
section of beryllium for helium production, HALL (17) has tentatively 
attributed some small disorepancies to loss of helium by diffusion. 
The temperature at whioh the irradiations were carried out was only 
slisht~ elevated and it seems likely that diffusion could oause little 
significant loss, but an investigation of this possibility would be 
desirable. 
It ma.y be seen therefore that a study of the diffusion of helium 
(or any inert gas) in metals is of some theoretical and technical 
aonsequenoe. 
The incidental production of inert gases in metals (e.s. in 
nuclear reactors) has posed new problems which oan no longer be 
adequately investijated by simple permeation techniques. The inert 
sases are no lonser restricted by their inability to dissolve at a 
metal to gas interface sinoe they are either created in the lattice by 
nuclear reactions or, in the oase of alpha-particles, they oan overcome 
the boundary eneriJ conditions by virtue ot their high kinetic energy. 
The new problems, however, suggest techniques tor their own solution 
and a few of the principal methods of introducing inert gases into 
netals are enumerated below. 
1. BO:MBARDJr11mT BY CHARGED PARTICLES iROM SCXJRCES EXTERNAL TO THE METAL. 
a. Sputtering methods. 
LE CWRE and ROWE (9) have adapted the aathodia "clean-up" 
techniques ot SEELrGER etal. (5,6) to the. production of a gas impre;nated 
layer sandwiched between two layers ot metal. The ne thad involves the 
use of a hollow cathode in a discharge tube containing the gas under 
consideration. On applying a voltage gradient, gas ions are driven into 
the surtaoe of the cathode and remain trapped in the lattice. By 
collapsing the cathode and rolling the metal under pressure it is 
possible to oold-weld the sur:f'aces in such a way as to produce a good 
etallurgioal bond. In effect a n:etal specimen oontainin& a. central 
aas-rich layer is produced. The gas may be activated in a neutron flux 
so as to facilitate the measurement at the traction evolved on annealing, 
or it no suitable active isotope exists mass-spectrometric methods may 
be used. This method has also been used by TOBIN (18,19). 
b. Capture of disintegration fragments. 
A cylinder of the desired metal containing radon or thoron may be 
used to aolleat the disintegration tra~nts from the series 
_ _R. 222 Po 218 _Pb 214111' ...B. 214,.1' p 2lt _Pb 210 
tsb __ n ~Slt. ~ az- ~a, 1 .......... 54: 0 ~az-
. 'D. 208 
and Rn 220 Po 216 Pb212i~ Bi 2~ 81. 212 Pb208 
86 ~84 ~82 ~83 ~ Po ~82 
/' 84. 
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The oylinder may then be rolled and oold-welded as in (a). The gold 
cylinders containini radon (gold "radon seeds") used in radio-therapy 
form a readily available source of heliu~rioh metal and advantage was 
taken of this in the present work. 
c. Cyolotrm methods. 
A oyolotron my be used to bombard specimens with alpha-part"icles 
since these lodge in the metal lattice at depths dependent on their range 
in the material. This method (used by several workers (14,20) gives 
a very concentrated sandwich of gas-rich metal. It may be adapted (88) 
by using a variety of particle energies, to the production of a honD-
geneous solution of gas in the ~tal. 
2. GAS PRODUCED BY NUCLEAR REACTIONS WITHIN THE MATERIAL. 
a. Fission fragment retention 
Fission frapnts have a very short ranse in solids and are con-
sequently retained in the lattioe of the metal undergoing :fission. This 
method has been extensively used for the production of solutions of 
xenon and krypton in uranium, and of course may be extended to any other 
fissile material. 
b. Alpha-deca..y. 
Radioaoti ve decay by alpha-particle emission leads to the accumu-
lation of helium in metals since the range of the particle is short. 
c. ~osmic-ray induced reactions 
A natural source of heliu~oontaining ~tal is produced by the 
ll. 
eXposure of' meteoritic iron to cosmiD ray fluxes during their f'light 
througp space. This leads to the production of' the isotopes He3 and He4. 
d. Tritium ethod. 
Any etal whi.oh is permeable to h3rdroaen may be saturated with 
3 jSl 4 
tritium and this ps allowed to underao the reaction H 12 46 ., He. 1 • Y• 2 
e. Nautron induced nuclear reactions. 
If' the netal in which it is desired to dissolve the inert aas is 
itself' oapable of' undergpini a nuclear reaction with a neutron to pro-
duoe helium or if' it will form a homogeneous solid solution with a 
small amount of another metal which oan undergo suoh a reaction, then 
helium ma.Y be produced in the netal ar alloy by e.xposina it to a 
neutron flux. Examples of' the first type of reaction are, 
9 + n 4 Be ~2 He + 2n 
4 2 
and B~ 
4 
+ n 
Aluminium does not have an appreciable oross-seotion for the production 
of' helium but by alloying it with a small quantity of lithium advantaae 
rray be taken of the reaction 
Li6 + 
3 
1 
n 
0 
a' 
1 
, 
4 ~ 12.46y He~
3 
2 
The lithium solid solution nethod was used in the present ~ork on 
12. 
aluminium but it is of limited application. 
Methods in the first category suffer from non-uniformity of gas 
distribution. In the oase of the cold-welded "sandwiDh" there is a 
possibility of the formation of voids along the line of the cold-weld 
which could have the effect of reducing the gas concentration available 
for diffusion since once liberated in a void the inert sases would not 
redissolve in the metal. More evidence on the nature of the cold-
welded bond would be very desirable. Those methods in the second 
categ;ory suffer from the "end effects•• inherent With energetic particles. 
These effects result in a depletion of surface gas concentrations since 
particles orginating near the surface may have sufficient energy to 
escape. Recoil losses are especially important since they can have 
a disproportionate effect on the observed rate of diffusion especially 
where this is low. In these oases the sas evolved by an anneal of 
reasonable duration cones ohietly from the surtaoe regions affected by 
recoil loss, and where the gas concentration is not representative of 
that in the main body of the specimen. Allowance should be made for 
this, or irradiations carried out in such a way that the effects are 
minimised (see present work on aluminium). 
T . __ ,.:::o ·.-:.·~·- ... v.,·-· 
Table 1. ______ _,_ 
··-
··t. 
GAS METAL. TEMP.°C. AUTHORS. REF PERMEABILITI. 
He. Pt Ramsay and 
Pd Red heat 21 Nil 
Fe Travers. 
Pd n II Paneth and 22 II 
Peters 
pt 1000 Jaoquerod 23 n 
and Perrot 
Pt group 1600 Hennilli 24 II 
metals 
Cu Smithells At least 105 times less 
Ni 
-
and 25 than those gases which 
Fe Ransley are known to permeate. 
Mo 
-9 
o.o./ seo./ om. 2 Al 550 Russell 10 2 • 6 X 10 
Al 500 Gordon,Atherton, 26 NU 
Kau:fuann. 
Al 500 Non-ferrous uetals -10 
o.oJ_seo./ om. 
2 
Res.Ass. renort. 28 < 1 X 10 
st. steel 830 Wisohhusen 27 Not detectable. 
Inoonel. 830 n n n .Q 
Pt-Ir 1420 Dorn. 29 Soaroely perceptible. 
alloy 
Fe 700 Urry 30 Nil 
Bi 
Ne Fe 850 Seeliger & Lumce. 5 Nil. 
A Steel. 1100 Ryder 131 Nil. 
Cu Smithells At least 105 tines less 
Ni 
- and 25 than those gases v1hioh 
Fe Ransley. are known to permeate. 
Mo 
St. steel 1000 Non-ferrous metala 
-11 2 
Res. Ass. report. 28 < 5 X 10 o.o./ seo./ om. 
Mild stee II II II 
Al 500 n < 1 x lo-10 o.o./seo./om. 2 
-
P A R T 
THE .APPARATUS. 
13. 
INTRODUCTION 1!0 THE AP.P.ARATUS. 
The mathematics of diffusion processes are e:xoeedingly complex and 
solutions exist for only a few of the simpler oases (32). 1.1oditioa-
tions must be nade to the general solutions depending on whether the 
gas is homogeneously distributed or restricted to a thin l~er in the 
metal, the solutions required in the present work being dealt with fully 
in the section entitled "Mathematical treatment of experimental results. n 
It suffices here to say that it the physical dimensions of a specimen 
of suitable shape are known, together with the f"raotional amount ditf'using 
out in a given time at a known temperature, then the diffUsion coefficient 
non at that temperature may be cal.oulated. 
The experimmtal techniques necessary, therefore, deal with the 
annealing of specimens at an accurately known temperature, the collection 
ot the gas evolved during annealing, the isolation of helium from any 
other aasee and 1ts subsequent measurement, and the liberation and 
measurement of the amount in the specimen initially. 
It a number of specimens have all been treated identically then 
three methods of determining the initial and evolved gas concentrations 
are availaule. 
a.} Tne helium concentration of suitaDly samplett specimens may 
be measured and the assumption made that it is the same for all. 
Other specimens of the same batch may then be used for annealing 
exper1ments. This zm tihod sutf'ers from the obvious arawback that 
1.4. 
there ~ be chance ~~riations in the helium content of different 
specimens but this need not be serious particularly if "end-effects" 
are allowed for. 
b.) The total quantity of gas evolved from a specimen during a 
series of anneals rra.y be measured and this amount added to the 
residual quantity obtained by the melting or dissolution of the metal. 
The disadvantage of this method is that the total amount obtained is 
based on several determinations and will be subject to a cumulative error. 
c.) Calculation of the quantity of gas evolved may be made f'rom a 
lmowledge of the initial amount found as in (a) and the quantity re-
maining after annealina. This method ia subject to the errors of 
(a) and, if the diffusion rate is not very high,_ involves the sub-
traction of one quantity from another not muoh greater. 
The heavier inert pses lend themselves to detection in that they possess 
suitably ·.long-lived radio-active isotopes. In the case of helium and neon 
deteotion and measureiD!nt, however, it is necessary either to use me.thods 
specific to a particular isotope, such as mass-spectrometry, or to separate 
these gases from all other foreign ~sea present and measure the quantity 
recovered. This can be achieved by utilising the absence of chemical 
affinities in these gases and also the faot that they are the least strongly 
adsorbed of.all gases on activated charcoal.· Techniques for making such 
separations and measurements have been worked out by PANETH and his collaborators 
(33) and essentia~ these procedures have been used in the present work. 
15. 
A d:Laarammatic summary of the apparatus is shown in fig.l, the 
sequence of operations being broadly as follows. 
1. Dissolution of the metal in a suitable helium-tree solvent, 
preferably with little or no hydro~n release. 
2. The flushing of the liberated gases out of the dissolution 
vessel, the bulk of the associated water vapour beina condensed 
out by means of a trap cooled in liquid air. Fluahin& is 
carried out with heliu~free oxy~n. 
3. Collection of the pses in a circulating system where they 
are brouabt into contact with heated palladium, brinaing about 
cat~lytic combination of the hydrogen and oxygen. The water 
vapour so produced is frozen out. 
4. Transfer of the gases to a fraotionatin& colunm, where the 
excess ~gen is adsorbed and the heliu~free aas mixture is 
fractionated on wood charcoal at the ter.q;>erature of liquid air. 
5. The collection ot the helium as it emeraes from the 
fractionating column. 
6. Compression of the helium into a Pirani gause which is one of 
a pair located in adjacent arms of a Wheatstone brid&e circuit. 
The off-balance current is measured with a sensitive moving coil 
aalvanometer and compared with that produced by an accurately 
!mown quantity of pure helium. . 
7. The further operation of the column to collect the next 
fraction, neon. If this is present it can only have come from 
.... ·~.· 
.'1\ 
·•, I 
Fig. 1. 
~,., ..... -... 
. A d·iagrammat;ic summary_ of the .. apparatus • 
.·· . · 
'·. 
:.·. 
PURE 
OXYGEN. 
SOLUTION 
VESSEL. 
CIRCULATING SYSTEM. 
FRACTIONATING COLUMN. 
STORAGE 
BULB. SYSTEM. PI RANI. 
HELIUM & 
NEON BULBS. 
McLEOD 
GAUGE. 
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the atmosphere and is thus :indicative of air leakaae into the 
apparatus. 
If it is desired to measure the helium evolved from a metal during 
an anneal the pses evolved by the specimen, toaether with the gases 
evolved from the walls of the furnaoe, are transferred directly to 
the oiroulatina system by means of a Tapler pump. 
The apparatus is constructed in soda-glass, with the exception 
of the diffusion pumps, traps and Pirani gauges. This is to avoid 
error due to the appreciable permeation of helium throuah Pyrex alass. 
Since the atmosphere contains about 5 x 10 - 4% by volu~ of helium 
the whole apparatus must be evacuated to a high degee. The apparatus 
is divided into two halves, each half being evacuated by means of a 
mercur,y diffusion pump backed by a rotary pump. 
All the taps used in the constrwtion are of a special "all-soda" 
type. (Normally, so-called soda taps consist of a soda &lass barrel with 
a Pyrex alass key.) The taps are oaretully "around-in" with fine grade 
"Sira" abrasive. Taps, together with the less permanent oone and socket 
fittings, are lubricated with "Apiezon N" il"ease except where they are 
likely to be exposed to heat. In such oases "Apiezon T" grease was used. 
The more permanent Joins were effected with "Apiezon W" wax. 
The delicacy of the Pirani gauge and its associated galvanometer 
renders the system very susceptible to vibration, hence the whole apparatus 
is mounted on a bench resting on a foundation independent of the foundation 
of the laboratory. 
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With one important exception the desig;n of this apparatus is 
similar to that of previous workers (33), although several improve~nts of 
detail have been nade. The fractionating column, however, while· still 
operating on the same theoretical principle, has been completely re-
designed. This has led to a considerable speediQS up of the fractionation. 
THE PREPARATIW OF HELIUl1-FREE OXYGEN. 
In the present work a relatively large quantity at pure helium-tree 
o~gen was needed to act as a carrier gas for the small amounts of helium 
extracted from the metals under examination. In addition to acting as a 
carrier gas, the oxygen is required to remove the hydroaen which is almost 
always. evolved in the techniques available for dissolving metals. If 
the amount of helium it is intended to measure is of the order of 10-7 
N.T.P.c.o.s, it is necessary to use oxygen with a minimum purity oorres-
pondina to one part of helium in 1012 parts of o~gen, in order to 
achieve an accuracy of 0.1 per cent; this is assuming a hydrogen release 
of ab·out 2 x 102 a.c. at N.T.P., an amount not wide-ly different :from 
that usually obtained. 
A very satisfactory method of purification uses (B. o. Oo.) 
electrolytic OX1gen supplied in cylinders. There is less ohanoe of 
this containins helium impurity than the normal oODJDeroial oxygen 
obtained from the atmosphere. The apparatus used is shown in tig.2. 
The whole appaJIItus is evacuated through tap T~ the charcoal being 
0 baked out at 250 0. for several hours. When a hijh dearee of vacuum 
has been achieved, the baking out is discontinued and tap T J. is closed. 
O~gen is bubbled past the outside of tap T.4 for several minutes in· 
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order to f'l.usb out any air present in the tube, the waste oxygen 
bubbling away throuib a ueroury non-return valve which prevents back 
diffusion of air from the atmosphere. Tap T.4 is then cautiously opened 
and the oxygen is allc?wed to enter the apparatus, the flow through the 
bubbler being maintained by opening the cylinder valve still turther. 
When the oxygen storage bulb is tull (the pressure being indicated by 
the manometer) tap T.4 is closed and the supply of oxygen out ott. 
The "liquid oxygen bulb" is surrounded with liquid air, the oxygen 
liquet,ying in the bulb till the pressure is that due to the vapour pressure 
of liquid oxygen at the temperature of liquid air (about 19oms. of merour,y). 
Tap T.2 is now closed and the charcoal tube is immersed in liquid air 1 
the pressure in the apparatus falling to a few m.m.s.. T.l is then opened 
for about ten minutes and any helium present is pumped awa:y. T.l is 
then closed, T.2 opened, and the liquid air baths removed from the bulb 
and the charcoal, allaNing the oxygen to vaporise and desorb. The 
process is repeated abotlt six times till a sample of the gas·, far in 
excess of that normally used in an analysis, shows no deflection when 
examined for helium in the normal way. 
In this way about four litres of helium-free oxysen oan be produced, 
the pressure being only slightly below atmospheric. In the present work 
it was found possible to keep the oxy~n pure for several months, reiU!ar 
checks being made upon its purity. This agrees with the findings of 
most previous workers (34,35) but is contrary to the findings of WILSON (36). 
From figures (37) for the diffusion of helium through soda-glass, a~d 
for the outgassing of the helium already dissolved in the glass, it seems 
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unlikely that contamination due to these causes could be serious 
over a period of less than four or five months. However, the chief 
means of' contamination is mre likely to be leakase through the taps 
of' the system, henoe the necessity for frequent checks. 
The purified o~gen ~be tapped off through tap T. 3 via the non-
return valve. 
EQUIPMENT USED FOR THE ANNEALmG OF SPECIMENS. 
An important feature of the experiments was the annealini of' the 
specimens. Since the annealini temperature occurs in the exponential 
term of expressions for diffusion it was evident that this quantity should 
be measured and controlled as accurately as possible. Eaoh set of 
experiments denanded rather different conditions and it was necessar,y to 
use a selection of furnaces and control mechanisms. 
The first requisite for the material of a furnace for this sort of 
measurement is that it is not permeable to helium and does not contain air 
(end therefore helium) in its cryst·al lattice. This immediately rules 
out the usual non-metallic re:f'ractory materials. Metal a suffer from 
the disadvantage that they evolve considerable quantities of ps (mainly 
hydrogen) when heated. To minimise this effeot the furnace tubes were 
outiassed for about twenty hours before they were used and by outgassing 
at a temperature hiiber than that actually required in an experiment it 
was possible to maintain quite a hiib vacuum in a f'umaoe tube made of 
stainless steel, but not in a tube of mild steel or copper. A ~ steel 
tube was therefore only used in those experiments where it was desired 
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to measure the residual sas, not that which had been evolved. In the 
case of the stainless steel tubes the evolved gases were ana~sed with 
reaard to their helium content and the amount was found to be negligible, 
a not unexpected result in view of the insolubility of heliuiJl in solid 
netals (4,6). 
A disadvantaae of metal furnace tubes is the joining of these, in a 
leak-proof manner, to the rest of the vacuum system. The stainless steel 
tubes had B/24 cones uachined on their open ends but it was not found 
possible to effect a stainless steel to soda glass seal with "Apiezon W" 
wax. Althouah the joint would stand for several hours if allowed to cool 
slowly, subsequent changes of the ambient temperature led to cracking of 
the wax. It was curious that althouih both members of the joint were 
well heated to enable the vtax to "bite" it invariably broke away from 
the slass. A similar difficulty in joining these two materials was 
experienced by WIBORG (38). The difficulty was finally resolved by 
machining the cones extremely accurate~ and greasing the joint \"'ith 
"Apiezon T" arease. 
(a) Furnace used tor long anneals in whioh evolved gas is not collected. 
This is shown in fig.3. The material used was mild steel, this 
~eina satisfactory if the gases evolved were periodically pumped away. 
Temperature control was effected by means of a "Sunvio" platinum 
resistance thermometer controller operating in the circuit shown 
in fig. 4a. By continuous automatic variation from a maximwD. to 
a minimum value of the power supplied to the furnace it was easily 
possible to keep the tenperature constant to within 1° c. The 
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temperature was measured by means of a ohromel-alumel thermocouple, 
the e.m.t. bein& indicated on a potentiometer unit. With this 
arran&ement the temperature could be estimated to within 1°0. the 
thermocouple havin& been previous~ calibrated at the ice, steam 
and sulphur "fixed points". 
(b) Furnaces used tor short anneals and collection of evolved gas. 
For this purpose two stainless steel tubes were used. Both were 
electrical~ heated in simple tube fUrnaces, the temperatures ot which 
could be manually adjusted. Since the periods of heatina were short 
such a method of temperature control was acceptable. A ohromel-alumel 
thermocouple was again used tor temperature measurement. 
(o) Furnace tor long anneals and oolleotion ot evolved sas. 
A vacuum :f'urnace tor the collection of gas evolved over lon& 
periods was constructed but it was found impossible to keep this 
sutt:ioiently helium-tiiht. The furnace is shown in fi&·'tl. t;\nd 
described in PART THREE under the title "Notes on some ideas tried 
but not adopted". 
The specimens could be introdooed into or withdrawn from the 
furnaces (a) and (b) by means of the device shown in fi&. ltti. 
Usually it was possible to drill a very small hole in the specimen to 
provide a means of attaching the platinum wire but in some oases 
the metal was held in a platinum wire or molybdenum sheet '~basket". 
Both the wire and the basket were thorou~ out-~ssed before 
use, and no alloying problems were experienced with beryllium, sol~, 
or aluminium specimens. 
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THE RELEASE OF HELIUM FROM SPECIMENS TO D~.ElUmrn: THE INITIAL OR 
RESIDUAL OWCENTRATIONS. 
In order to release the helium contained in specimens it is 
necessary either to melt or dissolve them and to collect the aases 
evolved. The technique of vacuum melting is a difficult and expensive 
one and has rather ~ecial disadvantaaes in connection with the present 
work. Unless levitation meltina is used it is impossible to melt the 
metal without the use of' a containing vessel. Alloying effects may 
become a problem if this is nade from metal, and the refractories 
normally used are quite unsatisfactory on account of their hiah air content. 
The technique adopted in the present work was that of dissolution 
of the metal in a heli~tree reaaent, the subsequent flushing of the 
solution with heli~free oxygen, and the collection of the gas mixture. 
The apparatus used is shown in f'ii• 5. 
The solution vessel is first evacuated {with T.5 open) to the vapour 
pressure of the solution, excessive amounts of water vapour being pre-
vented from reaching the pumpina systeJn by means of a liquid-air cooled 
trap. Evacuation is carried out via taps T.6, T. 7, and T.8, ~;f'i'i• 7), the 
mercur,y in the ventil "V" being raised to prevent contamination of the 
charcoal in the U-tube. When a suitable vacuum has been achieved, taps 
T.5 and T.6 are closed and heliu~free ~sen is bubbled throqah the 
solution till the pressure in the solution vessel is about one centimetre 
of mercury. This aas is pumped away by openina T.6. After a few 
seconds T.6 is closed again, and the whole process is repeated seven or 
eiaht times, the interval between each evacuation being determined by 
the quality of the vacuum in the nain pumping manifold. 
Fig. 5. 
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Dissolution of the specimen is brought about by rotating the taper-
joint in which it has been placed until the metal falls into the reagent. 
Reagents used in the liberation of helium from specimens. 
(1) For aluminium and beryllium. 
The reaaent used was a saturated solution of cupric potassium 
chloride. Hydroaen is briskly evolved and this causes tre thin 
film of copper which is fo~d on the sUifh.oe of the netal to break 
up, thus constantly exposins; a fresh surface for the reaction which 
is complete in a few minutes. It is desirable to keep to a minimum 
the quantity of hydrogen evolved for reasons outlined 111 the next 
section, but the quantity of metal used in the .present work did not 
involve the evolution of lArge tp~Dunts of this s.as. 
( 2) For iron. 
In the course of the work on meteoritic iron rather larger amounts 
of metal were involved but ouprio potassium chloride dissolves this 
element with no evolution of hydroaen. \Vhere the iron is in a 
massive form the rP-aotion is slow, owing to the formation of a 
.coherent protective layer of deposited copper, and it \ITas found tha.t 
a ~Dre satisfaotor,y reagent could be produced by the addition of 
ten per cent by volu~ of a saturated solution of merourio chloride. 
Using this mixed reaient one aram of iron oan be iissolved in about 
an hour. ~·"Filings are readily dissolved in either reagent particu-
larly if magnetic stirring is used. Acceleration of the reaction 
by warming the solution is undesirable because of the danger of 
driving occluded helium out· of the walls of the vessel. 
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( J) For gold. 
Considerable effort was expended in finding ~me means of' 
bringing this metal quiokly into solution without the necessity 
at excessive heatins and the consequent risk of evolution of 
oooluded helium. The uwal alkaline· cyanide solution lll!ltbod is 
too slow at acceptable temperatures and attaok by mercur.y at room 
te:q~erature bas the same disadvantage. Sinoe the stainless steel 
tubes used in the annealing of specimens were f'otmd to evolve as 
little as 10-9 o.o. of helium in 120 minutes at 815°0. it was 
decided to release the helium f'rom the iOld by dissolv:i.ni the 
latter in mercury contained in one of' these tubes. In this way it 
was possible to raise the temperature of the gold till attack by 
the meroury was sufficiently rapid. An advantage of th~s method 
is that the mercury can be uade to boil, and any helium :\,s effeotive]3 
flushed from the liquid phase and may be Teplered out of t·he fua.-na.oe. 
The apparatus used is that shown in f'ig.6. The furnace tube 
was outaassed at about 70060. and the temperature was then reduced 
to about 200°0. Meroury from the side-arm was dropped into the 
stainless steel tube and any gases which may have been evolved were 
pumped away. The tap to the vacuum line· was then closed and the 
iOld. specimen was pushed into the tube by a maanetioally operated ram. 
0 . 
The temperature was raised to 250 o. and after an hour the gases \7ere 
T6plered into the oiroulating system. 
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No appreciable evolution of helium f'rom the conditioned metal of 
t_?e tube oould have taken plaoe at the relatively low temperatures involved 
and sinoe the alass parts of' the apparatus were not heated by the neroury 
vapour it is hiahly Wllikely that any error was introduced in this way. 
TRANSFER OF THE GAS :MIXTURE TO THE OIROULA.1'ING SYSTEM, AND THE REMOVAL 
OF HYDROGlfl. 
The aases present in the dissolving vessel from the dissolution of 
~~ aluminium, are hydroaen, oxyaen, helium, and water vapour, together 
with any other aas which may have been occluded in the uetal, It is 
neoessar.y to completely transfer these ~sea to the circulating system 
(after treezina out the water vapour) so that they can be prepared for 
fractionation on the column. 
After the charcoal U-tube (see tia. 7) has been baked out at 300°0. 
and the whole apparatus evacuated, the procedure is as follows. Taps 
T,8, T.9, and T.ll are olosed, T,lO, and T.7 remainina open. The U-tube 
is immersed in liquid air and about ten minutes are allowed for temperature 
equilibration to take plaoe. The two water traps are also immersed in 
liquid air. The meroury level in the ventil ''V" is then raised so that 
it just blooks the U-be,nd, actina as a non-returri valve for aas bubblina 
through from the solution vessel, adsorption on thecbarcoal keepina the 
pressure in the oiroul.atina G,Tstem aluost at zero. The exoess pressure 
in the solution vessel due to hydroaen evolution is relieved by opening 
tap T,6 for a few seconds. Pure oxyaen is then bubbled slowly through 
the solution, flushina out any dissolved gases. The pressure of ps 
Fig. ?. 
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in the solution vessel is allowed to build up to about one centime:bre 
of mercury and then the flow of pure oxygen is discontinued. Tap T.6 
is then opened for about twenty seconds and the gases bubble past the 
mercury in the ventil. This operation is repeated seven times, previous 
work hav:i.na shown that this number of flushinas is easily sufficient to 
eff'eot a virtually 100% transfer of noble gas to the circulating system. 
The mercury in the ventil "V" is then fully raised so that the solution 
vessel is completely separated from the circulating system. 
The circula.tina system itself (fis• 7) consists of a circulating pump, 
a T6pler pump, a charcoal U-tube, and a palladium tumace. The cir-
culatina pump consists of a glass envelope enolosina an iron rod encased 
in soda-alass tubing. This makes a slidini fit with the envelope, and 
oan be rapidly moved up and down by means of a solenoid energised by a 
"nak:e and break" devioe. This motion, combined with the action of the 
two non-return ball valves DJ, andB.2, cauaos the ps in the system to 
circulate. Two netal spt"ings cushion the impact of the alass encased 
rod at both ends of its travel. The palladium furnace consists of a 
narrow soda-glass tube containina a spiral of palladium wire. This 
tube is encased in a Pyrex vacuum jacket and is surrounded by a glass 
former supporting a heating element which oan be raised to dull red heat 
by a current of three amperes, the palladium being heated by radiation. 
Overheating of the apparatus as a whole is prevented by immersing the 
furnace in a beaker of cold water. 
The procedure for circulating the gases involves the starting of the 
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pump and the removal of the liquid air bath from the U-tube. It is 
inportant to make sure that the pressure rise on desorption does not 
force gas into the secondary bulb ot the TBpler pump and this ia avoided 
by raising the mercury level in the pump before allowins the charcoal 
in the U-tube to warm up. The TBpler valve is kept open during the 
circulating operation. With the palladium furnace heating coil at 
red heat the hydrogen oan be wholly removed in about tv1enty minutes, IJI)St 
of it being removed in the first tew mdnutes. The water vapour so pro-
duoed is frozen out in the cold trap. 
Hydrosen is a hiahly undesirable impurity since, after helium and 
neon, it is the least adsorbed of all gases (39) and consequently comes 
through the fractionating oolum imuediately after neon. The pre sencae 
ot ~rogen may therefore prevent a test for neon being made since even 
a small quantity of hydrogen would aive a large deflection in the Pirani 
gauge system on account of its hiah thermal conductivity. 
TRANSFER OF THE HYDROO.m'-FREE GAS MIXTURE :FROM THE CIROUL!\.TD'TG SYS'.l'EM TO 
THE FRAC'.L"lONA'.l'ING COilJ:MN. 
Before transferring the gases from the circulating system to the 
fractionating colunn, the latter is evacuated, and the oharooal bulbs 
are outgassed at 250°0. for about two and a half hours. The oharooals 
are then allowed to oool and are immersed in liquid air. The mercury in 
the column is raised_ to the levels "E" and "D" (fie;. 8) and a few experi-
mental operations of the column are performed-to oheok its correct 
meohanioal operation. After ensuring that the ooluun is tunotionina 
oorreotly, the mercury is held in the startina positions at "E" and "D". 
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Tap T.lO is shut, the ball-valves B.l and B.2 are held open with a maanet, 
and the mercury in the T8pler is raised to about half-wey up the bulb. 
The ps in the bulb is then adsorbed on the charcoal of the first unit 
by opening tap T.ll, and raising the T6pler valve by means of the solenoid. 
Tap T.ll, is then closed, and the mercury in the T6pler lowered to below 
the cut-otf' and then raised again, this time to just above the valve. T.ll 
is again opened. The solenoid is then de-energised, allowing; the valve 
to fall back into its seating, and the mercury is lowered once more. The 
subsequent operations are then merely repetitions of the no~al T&pler 
procedure. Care is exercised in the first few operations because, although 
the chief component of the gas mixture is oxygen and therefore readily 
adsorbable, an initial pressure may be built up in the first charcoal bulb 
if all the gas present in tbe circulating system \fere allowed to pass over 
at once. This would lead to a violent disturbance of the mercury in the 
first unit possibly resultina in an esoa.pe of gas into the second unit, 
or fracture of the column. 
Eighteen T8pler operations are performed, the mercury beini tully 
raised to the mercury-stop B.3 on the eighteenth operation, care being 
taken to ensure that no gas bubbles are trapped, especially near the 
T8pler valve. For a system of the type used about ten T8pler operations 
are theoretical~ sufficient to give virtual~ complete transfer, but in 
practice eighteen operations are performed to make absolutely sure that 
all the gas has been transferred to the colum. Tap T.ll is lett open 
during; the operation of the t'ractionatins colum. 
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When all the ias has been transferred, a few minutes are allowed 
for temperature equilibration. The mercury level in limb-2 of the gas 
pipette ''B" (fia.li?) is raised tUl it is above the aut-of'f, and tap T.l5 (fia.};, 
is alosed, T.l6 being lett open. The gas samplina bulb is kept filled 
with mercur,y when not actual~ in use. Thus, with T.l2 open, the 
colum can deliver the gas :fractions only into the storage bulb~ The 
"batch-wise" :fractionation operations (see next section) are then beiun• 
At the end of the fourteenth operation the fractionation is stopped 
and the fractions in the storage bulb are examined for gas content. 
If no deflection is observed in the Pirani gauge system, the fractionation 
is continued till thirty-eiibt operations have been completed. The 
collected gas tractions are than measured in the gause. If a deflection 
is obtained on measuring the first fourteen :fractions, this is indicative 
of air leakage into the column or storage bulb, or inadequate baking-out 
of th~ ch~coal bulbs. Usually the response of the gauge to the gas 
delivery of the first fourteen operations is negligib~ small. 
MECHANICAL OPERATION OF THE FRACTIONATING COWMN. 
The operation of the old-style oolumn was effeoted by means of a 
synchronous motor gpverning solenoid valves which connected the mercury 
reservoirs of the column to the secondary pumping system or to the 
atmosphere. ~e :fractionating colum itself' consisted of two identical 
rows of bulbs, only one row of which contributed to the separation des-
cribed under "Theory of Fractionating Colum". The other row, aoting 
simply as a set of non-return valves isolatini each unit from the next, 
took the s&DI!I time to empty and fill with mercury as did the actual 
"volume" bulbs. This arranaement led to very slaw operation and it 
was therefore decided to adopt a new control mechanism, and to alter 
the desian of the shut-off valves. 
Two designs of valve were tried:-
a. A magpetica~ operated non-return valve. 
b. A simple U-tube mercury out-off. 
Initially experiments were nade with an "a." type arrangement, but 
practical difficulties led to the eventual adoption of "b. 11 (See Part three). 
The uethod of control utilised the rise and fall of ti1e Deroury itself. 
Four control units, each oonsisting of a small lamp, a. lens, and a. 
sermanium photo- diode a.re mounted on the oolunn in such a way that the 
rise and fall of the mercury cuts the light-beam on and off. Suitably 
interconnecte_d relays op~-~Q.ted by t.he current from these photo-cells 
energise four solenoid valves which connect the mercury reservoirs of the 
row of bulbs and the row of' non-return valves to the secondary vaouum 
line, or through capillary tubing to the atmosphere. 
The colum in its present form is shown in f'ig. a. The starting; 
position of the coluun is with the mercury levels at "E" a.nd 11D" when all 
the :..diG>de s. are unenergised. The controlled circuit :i.n this position 
is shown in fig. lla. On switching on the oolum mechanism, the mercury 
level in the front (i.e. bulb) row falls to position 1'B 11 and the circuit 
Fig. 8. 
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shown in fi,a. llb. acmes into operation oausins the mercury to rise. 
In the normal way the eroury colum would osoillate about the level ''B" 
but this is prevented by applyins a bias voltage throush a second set of 
contacts (see tiss• 12,1}) in the relay soverned by the control uni::t-. at 
"E". The mercury therefore oont:inues to rise to position "E", when the 
circuit shown in tis. llo. operates. This causes the uercury in the u..; 
tube row to fall to"O", enersisina the photo-cell "O" and causing the 
circuit of tis.lld. to come into operation. A bias is again required to 
prevent osaillation of the mercury about "O". When the mercury reaches 
110 11 the whole cycle begins aaain, the number of CO~lq;)lete oycles made by 
the column being recorded by a Post-oftioe counter. 
The time taken for each operation is sixty-five seconds as opposed 
to the four udnutes required by the old apparatus. This saving of tim 
is made good only on those parts of the cycle which do not involve gas-
solid equilibration, or oondmt.ion. of fi:&e alon-a t'he narrow-bore tubin·s· 
ot the oolum. The time allowed for the foruer process is the same as 
that allowed in the old desisn, and in any oase there is substantial 
evidence that this sort of equilibration takes place extremely quia~ (42). 
The time needed tor the conduction of t1. typioal amunt of gas :in tubing 
similar to that used was calculated and the tillr) allowed was found to be 
sufficient. 
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THEORY OF THE BRACTIONATING COimfi. 
This oolwm (in its original form) has been desoribed many times, 
II 
and the theory has been exhaustively desoribed by GWCKAUF ( 40) ~ For 
ooupieteness a sumnary of the theory is aiven here. The work far whioh 
the colurm was originally designed wa_s the analysis of air with respeot 
to its inert gas oontent but sinoe the present work is concerned only 
with helium estimation (the presence of neon being used aole~ as an in-
dication of air leakage) it was necessary to modit,y the procedure with 
respeot to the end-point of the fractionation. otherwise the theory of 
operation is identical with that outlined by 1~tUo~uR~ 
Charcoal, at low temperatures, is a powerful adsorbent of gases, 
even the noble gases being adsorbed to sonr: extent. The adsorption of 
these gases is due only to physical causes (i.e. Vander Waal's forces); 
chemisorption is not possible owing to their non-reactivity. Sinoe no 
two gases could be expected to have identical adsorption charaot~rist.ics, 
it should be possible to resolve a gas mixture by allowins it to equilibrate 
with an adsorbent. The usual way of doing this is to inject it into a 
stream of non-adsorbable oarrier gas flowing throqgh a long oolmmn of 
adsorbent material held on an inactive packing. The components of the 
mixture then pass out of the oolutm in an order corresponding to their 
retention tiDEs. Unfortunately suoh a method is not possible for use with 
helium sinoe this gas is itself the least adsorbable of all the gases. 
The process used must therefore be a disoontinuous one and the method 
adopted is to allow the gas mixture (in this oase helium and neon} to 
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equilibrate with a definite weight of charcoal at liquid air temperature. 
The gaseous phase becomes enriched in helium, this gas being less strongly 
adsorbed than neon, and then this enriched gas is allowed to equilibrate 
with a fresh beJ;ch of charcoal and the process of enriohnent is repeated. 
The apparatus (fig.8) consists of fltteen bulbs of volume approxiuately 
36cos., and fifteen smaller bulbs each containing a definite weight of 
wood charooal. 
The starting position of the fractionating column is with the 
mercury levels at "E" and "D". The gas mixture trom the circulating 
system is compressed into the space between tap T.lO, and the ball valve 
B.3 (fig.7.) and since tap T.ll is open, the helium and neon are partially 
adsorbed on the first charcoal bulb, the oxygen being completely adsorbed. 
Lowering of the neroury to "B" then allows the gas mixture to equilibrate 
between the free space of the- volum9 bulb and the charcoal in the charcoal 
bulb. T-he m-roury is t-hen ra-ised to "E", compressing 1ihe helium enriched ga-s 
and movement of the mercury in the U-tube column from "D" to "C" and back 
again allows this g'-s to equilibrate with the charcoal of the second 
charcoal bulb. The whole process is repeated autonatically. 
The procedure is reminiscent of that used in fractional crystallisa-
tion, in which the precipitate from one operation is added to the mother-
liquor of the next, resulting in an inoreasin~ yield of decreasing purity. 
As in tractional crystallisation we may select as many units and perform 
as many operations as is cmvenient. 
The primary aim in this case is to isolate the helium in as pure a 
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:form as possible, and ln as great a yield as is oonsistent with purj_ty. 
In order to estimate the optimum number o:f bulbs and cycles o:f operation, 
GilJOKAUF (40) derived a nwnber of quantitative expressions based initially 
on Lanamuir' s Isotherm. This is ordinarily written:-
EQUN. 1. 
where Os and Ov are -the equilibrium concentrations in the solid and 
gaseous phases of a olosed system. Only mioro amunts are dealt with 
in this work and therefore the Isotherm may be written:-
Os = d..,. Cv EQUN. 2. 
since K2 Ov is snail compared with unity. 
The adsorption coefficient,~, is a constant independent of 
adsorbent pore-space, or tube dead-space, and relates simp~ to the 
particular gas-solid syste~ Suppose the initial quantity o:f gas 11A11 
(helium) is Ao, and that it is allowed to equilibrate between a volume 
"V"and a definite weight"S' of adsorbent. The amount of gas le:ft in the 
gaseous phase 
A, 
will be A1 , where 
: V. Cv . A. 
SCs i-V.Cv 
= , .... 1.1.. . £!... . A • 
I V Cv 
= 1.,.. -..:e- A· 
= ca. A. 
The amount o:f gas"!'adsorbed will be 
(1 - a) Ao. 
EQUN. 3. 
~N. 4. 
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For a seaond aas B (neon) these quantities beaome b.B0 and (1 - b)B 0 • 
~1: 1 respectively, where 
b -- ' 
~ and )7 are fUnctions of temperature, and the ratio!: differs 
,4 
increasingly from unity as the temperature decreases. A low temperature 
is therefore desirable, and is achieved in this case by the use of liquid 
air. Once the temperature has been fixed the de~ee of s~ration depends 
purely on the ratio ~' and it is necessary to choose· a value for this 
such that the separation of helium and neon is a maximum. Obviously 
if S is larse the amount of neon in the gaseous phase will be very small 
and the purity of the helium in the gas phase will be great, althou&h the 
amunt will be too small to IDElke this a practicable method or separation. 
For a given heliu~neon ratio it would be expected that the best separation 
would oaaur when the distribution factors ~ and J! differ as greatly as possible 
·n 
and GLUCKAUF bas shown this to be indeed the case. 
value or ~ is that whiah satisfies the expression· 
~(a-L) _ 0 ~ (~) -
Therefore the desired 
(•- L) • ,.L.(t) /t-1"(-t) 
. . . _L = I . [.::L. ... (tiC. + /.1) +- t;JC. A ( ..!...) J (a-') (/'--') S r / V 
0 0 .L ( ~) _ I [- ~· 0 + "'~ J 
fo ( ~) - 0 _.,.. ) s 
. . 
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Therefore, for a maximum (a - b), 
v 
s 
II \fork done by GWCKAUF suggests the values 
GO( = 10.6 
/-' = 110.72 
(Helium). 
(Neon) 
Since the volune V was chosen to be about 36 mls., the weight of' charcoal 
used for each unit was approximate~ l.lg. The charcoal bulb on the 
first unit, however, contains 1.2g. of charcoal, the extra e.rug. off-
.~tting the slightly larger dead-space of this unit. 
In the construction of' the fractionating column narrow bore (1 m.m.) 
. tubing was used as much as possible in order to keep the dead-space small. 
This is important if an efficient transfer of' gas from one unit to the next 
is ~o be achieved. Where the tubing co!D!ls into contact with the mercury 
at some part of the cycle a slight~ larger (3 m.m.) bore was used so 
that blockage would not be caused by the retention of' small pellets 
of mercury. 
Having derived the optimum vabe of the volume/ solid ratio it is 
necessary to obtain expressions for the number of units and the number 
of' operations which would give the best separation. Suppose there 
are "m" units in the column, and "n" operations haw been performed:-
The amount of' gas A in the gas phase of the unit "m"· may be shown 
to be~ 
--~ 
where 
A'" = M A •. (tt-l)f 
( .... -1)~( "- ,..)! 
.... 
a 
,. -""" ( l-·). EQUN. 5. 
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The amount of ias "A" adsorbed on the solid of the same unit is 
A.(ta-1)1 
c~-1)1("-tM)' 
( ) 
.. - ... +1 
I-,. 
EQUN. 6. 
The ratio of the amounts of ias delivered from the last (mth) 
unit by two successive operations (n) and (n + 1) is 
= 
n . ( I-.,.) 
.,.._,.,.+, EQUN. 7. 
The value of (a), which is effectively the slope of the delivery 
curve, may be calculated and used to determine the "helium OD~11 curve 
'tor those operations where the helium and neon are delivered together. 
Thus the deiree of neon contamination of the helium may be determined 
and allowed for. 
No ias can be delivered to the storage bulb till the (~l)th. 
operation has been completed. The a~s then delivered is stored in the 
bulb where an amWlt As, aocumulates. 
... ... 
As = A,.. + A .... 1 
The amount of ps "A" remaJ.n1ng on the colurm will be: 
... 
A,. = A",.. 1 
... .... 
.,.. Att +~ .... · · · Aoo . 
Corresponding expressions may also be derived for the ias "B". Thus 
the ias in the storaae bullb will consist of a mixture of iases "A" and "B", 
and atter (x) fraotionations the relation 
F = Am + Bm 
X X X 
'EQUN. B. 
will hold. 
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Am and :Sm both rise to a maximum and then deorease again, so 
the best separation will be aohieved when Am has decreased to a low 
value but Bm has not increased to a significant value. In air analyses 
it is good practice to adjust the number of operations of the column in 
such a vtay that at the "end-point" the amount of gas ~remaining on 
the column is just compensated for by the quantity of contamination Bs. 
(This is strictly a volume compensation, since the Pirani gau~s have 
different sensitivities for the two gases.) However, in the present work 
any neon in the gas mixture is due only to accidental causes, so the 
fractionation was discontinued at a rather earlier stage than would be 
the case for an air analysis. This ensures a higp purity of' the helium, 
and minimises the uncertainty of the compensation by the neon; allowance 
was made for the small part (0.65%) of the helium t-etained on the column 
at this pointe 
II 
· GWCKA.UF showed that a oolumn of' tweil.ve lL'lits would give an 
efficient separation, but to increase the resolving power a 15-unit 
column is used in practice. It was also shown that the number of 
operations required is about twice the number of units. 
Since it is not possible to blow identical bulbs, or achieve a 
zero dead-space, the oolunn needs to be c~ibrated with helium, n.eon, 
and air, the above theoretical results being used solely as a guide 
to the conditions to be expected. From the viewpoint of the column, 
· air acts solely as a mixture of neon and helium, the other gases being 
completely adsorbed on the wood charcoal at low temperatures. 
As well as estims.ting the helium content of a gas mixture it is 
desirable to test for the presence of neon, since this is an indication 
of any leake.ie of air into the apparatus. After the helium traction has 
been collected continued operation of the column yields the neon. At 
liquid air temperature neon is fractionated o~very slowly and it is 
desirable to accelerate the process by_ removing the Dewar flasks from 
the last fourteen charcoal units. The first charcoal unit is lower 
than the others and it is possible to keep this immersed so as to retain 
strongly adsorbed gases such as oxyaen. The flasks mey be removed from 
the units as soon as the last helium traction has passed through the last 
unit of a particular cluster of charcoals. If it is merely required to 
test for the presence of neon it is usefUl to pump away the gases 
delivered by operations 39 to 42 inclusive since these fractions still 
contain a small amount of helium. Subsequent operation of the column 
delivers virtually pure neon, about twenty operations being sufficient 
to g;ive a measurable quantity if' it is present. 
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OALIBRATIW OF THE FRAOTIWATING OOilJlti. 
In order to completely determine the characteristics of the frao-
tionatina column it is necessar.y to carry out two separate experiments:-
Expt.A. This involves the fractionation of a suitable quantity of 
dry air (the au:ount used need not be known exactly) and the measure-
ment of the aas delivered to the storage bulb by eaoh successive 
operation. This enables the position of the minimum to be found in 
the curve expressing gas delivery as a function of the number of 
operations perfarme~ Suoh a minimum is inherent in Equn.8. and 
corresponds to the maximum delivery of helium with minimum contamina-
tion by neon. By nald.ng use of Equn. 7 it is possible to estimate 
the degree of overlap of the two parts of the curve, and to calculate 
the resultant contamination of the helium by neon. The final result 
is shown in fii• 9 and it may be seen from this that by stopping the 
fractionation at Op. No. 38, a pure and nearly quantitative saDple 
of helium may be obtained. 
Expt. B. It is necessary to measure the percentage recovery of the 
helium f'rom the column since it is obvious that by stopping the frac-
tionation after thirt,-eight operations not all the helium will have 
been collected. A convenient quantity of pure helium (again the 
amount need not be known exactly) is :fractionated and the amounts 
delivered by successive operations of the column are measured, the 
operations being continued till a neiliaible quantity of i&S is 
issuing f'rom the column. It may then be assumed that 100}& of the 
u. 
helium has been recovered. The amunt of ias delivered by any 
number of operations may then be readily compared with that delivered 
by what is ef'f'ectively an infinite number of operations. In the 
present case it was found that thirty-eight operations gave a re-
covery of 99.}5 per oent. 
Sinoe the ori&;in of the charcoal used in the present work was not lmown, 
and since a previous worker (34) 1n this laboratory had encountered trouble 
due to the irreversible adsorption (at liquid air temperature) of a large 
traction of the helium, it was thought necessary to test the fractionatin&; 
column for completeness of recovery of the helium introduced into it. 
This was done by measurins the deflection of the Pirani gauge for a snall 
quantity of helium, and then T8plering this into a small tube fitted with 
a stop-oock by means of the gas sampling bulb, fig. 16. By raising the 
mercury level as far as the tap, closing this, and transferring the tube 
to the B.lO socket on the circulating system, it is possible to T6pler 
the whole of the gas into the colunm. After fractionation it was found 
that the gas collected in thirty-eignt operations (after allowance for the 
lmown retention described in B.) gave virtually the sane deflection as had 
been obtained before fractionation. Thus it nay be concluded that there 
is no siQ;Ilificant retention by the charcoal. 
Throu&;hout the whole series of experiments checks were regularly made 
on the correct functioning of the column by means of air analyses, the 
results of whiDh were oom,pared with t~ &;enerally accepted values of (41). 
42· 
These analyses were carried out by fractionation of samples of air dried 
and measured in the air-pipette shown in t1i• 10. This pipette was 
calibrated by the mercury weighing method described in the section on 
the MaoLeod aauae and aas-pipetting system. 
PIRANI GAUGES AND THEm CALIBRATION. 
This type of pressure aauae has been found to give very satisfactory 
results in this field (33). JIIS.py variations in desiiJl have been Dade, 
and the instruments used in the present work emboqy most of the improve-
ments (chiefly aimed at reducing zero drift) sumested by previous workers. 
The design of the present &auge is shown in tia. 14. Initially the 
aauae is oonstrgoted in two sections, these beina Joined later by a rina 
seal. The gauge is uade trom Pyrex glass, throuah which are sealed 
three tungsten leads (o.3m.m. diam.) two of whioh are fashioned into hooks, 
the third consisting of a helical spring with a hook at one end. Over 
the tungsten hooks, and the hooks on a glass stem, is stretched a fine 
(0.003m.m. x 0.05m.m.) nickel tape. The ends of the tape are soft-
soldered to the tungsten hooks, these havina been copper-plated and tinned 
beforehand to make this possible. Before soldering the tape, a tive 
gran1 weight is hung trom each end so that the filament is under a tension· 
of ten grams. This prevents undue drifting or other irregularities due 
to miorosonio effects which would affect a slack filament. The filament 
is ''W" shaped, of length about 27 oms. Kinking or twistina of the tape 
causes serious instability of the aause, so these are strinaently avoided. 
Nickel tape is used since this lll!ltal, in this aeoetrical form, has a 
. .: :, 
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theoretical superiority over other systems ( .9.,). 
In practice two gauges are used, one being the compensating arm 
in a Wheatstone bridge circuit. (fig •. l5). The gauges are connected in 
adjacent arms of the circuit, a potential of one volt being applied 
aoross the bridge. The bridge is balanoed by means of resistance R.J, 
the galvanoueter spot bein& brouaht to a convenient place on its scale, 
and the de~e of unbalance caused by admission of gas to one of the 
gauges is ~asured by the deflection of the spot. A resistance box 
enables a choioe of galvanometer sensitivities to be made. 
The heat transfer from filament to envelope due to the gas is given 
by the relation:-
1t 
E = J ol .llu ?p ftf1'·2 'T - T ) 2-~ .w. T • 1 o 0 watts/om2 
= aooomodation coefficient for the sY.st2m heliu~niokel. 
= n:olecular heat conductivity (watts7cm ) at 0°0. 
= filament temperature. 
= envelope tenpera ture. (4J) • 
It can be seen that the sens:J.·Uvity of the gauge will be increased 
by keeping the envelope at a constant low temperature. This condition 
is provided by complete_ly immersing the gauge in a bath of liquid air, 
hence the construction of the gauges :in Pyrex glass. Attempts have 
been made to use soda aJ.ass instruments (17) but these have not been 
able to withstand the thermal shock on immersion. The potential 
across the filament is sufficient to maintain this at about room teupera-
ture, and this prevents undue contraction of the filament on cooling the 
gause. 
Since mercury vapour is present in the· system, a small piece or sold 
foil is placed in each sauge to protect the soft-soldered joints. Indium 
may also be used, but this· is not so satisfactory since it is difficult 
to see when it is saturated with mercury, there being no colour change on 
amalgamation. MOreover, the low melting point or indium carries with it 
the risk or fusion, and consequent blockage or the gauge· inlet , when the 
sn:all quantity or wood-charcoal enclosed in each gauge is baked out. This 
charcoal serves to adsorb any gases released from the tap grease due to 
the turning or the taps of the iauge system. 
Electrical connection of the tungsten leads of the gauge to the bridge 
circuit is nade by copper leads encased in a single sheath, thus elindnating 
spurious effects due to variations in the temperature of the leads. The 
copper vlire is hard-soldered to the tungsten, care being taken when using 
the gauges to ensure that the soldered joints are kept fUlly imnersed in 
the liquid air bath. If this is not the case, marked irreBUlarities 
occur due to thermal e.m.f.s •• 
Since the &&uges are or Pyrex glass the question or the permeability of 
this alass to helium immediate~ arises. From published values or the 
permeability (37) it may be calculated that the accumulation or helium in 
the gauges would amount to approximately lo-9o.o. over a period or two 
hours at 0°0. Since the gause is at a much lower temperature than this, 
and since the permeability decreases sharply with decreasing temperature, 
it ~ well be assumed that helium accumulation is neglisible. In 
practice no accumulation has ever been observed. 
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Connection of the Pyrex instruments to the soda-glass apparatus 
is made by a black-waxed B. 7, cone and socket arrangenent. 
PROCEDURE. 
In an actual analysis the gauges are evacuated with the taps T .15, 
T.l6, and T.l7, open (fig.l,), the charcoal being cutgassed with a 
very small flame. When a "hard" vaouwn has been attained the current 
in the bri.dae circuit is switched on and the gauges are imJiediately 
immersed in the liquid air bath. The initial rate of drift of the gauges 
is very hiah, but after about three hours it amounts to only a fraction 
of a millimetre per minute on the most sensitive range of the galvanometer 
system. 
\Vhen the gauges have reached equilibrium, taps T.l5, and Tel7, are 
closed, the gas sampling bulb is completely filled with mercury, and the 
gas from the column is collected in the storage bulb. When collection 
of the gas is complete, tap T.l6, is closed and the mercury level in the 
storage bulb is raised, compressi."l·g the gas. T.16, io tr.en opened and the 
deflection of the galvanometer spot on the scale is recorded at minute 
intervals. The deflection is directly proportional to the "off-balance" 
current in the bridge, which in turn is directly proportionai to the gas 
pressure in the Pirani sauge. A typical deflection takes about five 
minutes0 to. reach a steady valve, after Vlhioh time the spot has a tendency 
to drift slight4'. The value attained after five minutes is usually 
accepted as the true deflection, apY uncertainty being resolved by 
~:raphioal methods if necessary. Tap T.l6i? is then closed and the 
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mercury in the storage bulb is lowered to a fixed reference mark. 
When the galvanometer ~ot has become steaay at a suitable part of the 
scale, tap T.l6, is a~ain opened and the deflection in the reverse 
direction is measured. Readings may be taken as many tines as is 
neoessar,y to obtain good statistical accuracy, those readinas differing 
by more than about half of one per cent being rejected. Usually about 
six or eiibt readings are sufficient. 
A correction is necessary for the fact that the scale should 
strictly be part of the circumference of a circle at the centre of which 
is the galvanoneter mirror. This is not a practicable arrangement, 
however, and a straight scale is used instead. The readings at either 
end of the soale will be larger than at the centre, but a series of 
readings of the same small deflection at all parts of the scale enables 
a araphical correction to be applied to any given readings. By limitina 
the deflections to about thirty centimetres, and by taking readings 
only in the mid-part of the scale, the n~:gnitude of the corrections is 
much diminished, and by suitably measuring the amount of gas for calibra-
tion it is possible to obtain an almost identical deflection over the same 
part of the scale, virtually eliminat:ing the scale correction. 
The gas used for calibration is measured in an absolutely calibrated 
MCLeod gauge and a small fraction is introduced into the Pirani sauge 
by means of the gas pipetting system shown in fig. 17 and measured in 
the u~ual way. The deflection produced by the unknown amount of gas 
is then coupared with that produced by the ID!asured quantity, and the 
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unlmown amount found by simple proportion. In effect the sauges are 
calibrated after each determination since, being very sensitive instru-
menta, they cannot be permanent~ calibrated. On the most sensitive 
range of the galvanonieter system it is possible to measure a quantity 
of helium of the order 10-8 N.T.P.c.c.s. to an accuracy of about ~· 
Since the aauges are so sensitive to vibration, care is taken 
while opening and closing tap T.l6, during the course of measurements. 
The gauges are also sensitive to light, and all readings are taken in 
a darkened room to eliminate chance variations in light intensity. 
High-frequency eleotrio fields have a completely unsettling effect 
upon the puges, and "leak-testing" may not be carried out before or 
during an experiment anywhere in the laboratory. 
The measurenent of smB.ll quantities of helium for calibration of the 
Pirani gauges. 
Since Pirani gauges are not "absolute" instruments the deflection 
produced by the unlmo:rm quantity of helium must be com,pared with that 
produced by an aocurate]J known quantity of pure helium which has been 
measured absolutely. In the present work a MO.Leod Gauge was used to 
zmasure a volume of helium about 104 times areater than the amount under 
test. This volume was reduced to the appropriate magnitude by ~mans 
of the gas pipetting system shown in fig. 17, and the final lmown fraction 
was admitted to the Pirani gauge in order to measure the deflection. 
-.~ ~-- ---. ·- ;""':~~ ...... . -
;, 
2!f5· 17. 
Gas-pi~t;ting system. 
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48. 
MEASUREMENT AND P~TTING OF THE GASES. 
The whole apparatus is first evacuated through tap T.22, taps T.l9, 
T.20, T.l8, and T.21 being open. Taps T.l9, and T.20 are then closed 
and the smll ball above the break-off seal of the ampoule is manipulated 
so as to smash the tip of the seal. Tap T.20 is then oautiousl,y opened 
so as to admit a few oenti~tres pressure of gas into the small bulb 
between T.20 and T.21, this bulb acting as a subsidiar,y reservoir. 
During an actual e.xperiment the mercury in the pipettina ~stem is 
raised to the upper etch mark in limb-1 of "A'' and to the upper mark 
of limb-1 of ''B". The levels of the mercury in the second lirrbs of 
"A" and "B" are just below the out-ott's in these pipettes. Tap T.22, 
is closed, then T.21 is closed and T.l9 opened, allowmg a small fraction 
of the reservoir gas to enter the Mcisod gauge. This small amount is 
compressed in the gauge, the neroury level being raised to one of the etch 
marks on the measurina tube, and the pressure difference and meniscus heiahts ,:, 
are neasured by means of a travelling microscope. The M:JLeod side-arm is 
then evacuated for a few minutes through T.22. T.l8 is then closed and 
the mercury is lowered to the nark "M'' allOYting the lmown quantity of gas 
to expand into the measured volume of the McLeod gauge bulb and side-arm. 
By raising the level in limb-2 of pipette "A" till the mercury is just 
allove the out-off; then lowering the level- i.wi limb-1 to the lower etch 
uark and repeating the operations with pipette 11B11 , final lmown fractions 
~ be collected in the expansion bulb. 
Ocoasionall,y it is necessary to take more than one pipette "B" of 
49. 
aas and in this C?ase a Boyle's law correction must be applied to com-
pensate f'or the drop in pressure of' the gas in the bulb "C". In order 
to complete the measurement of' the gas volume the tenperature of' a ther-
mometer in oontaot with the McLeod gauge is taken as affording tbe.·:. true 
temperature of' the gas inside the gauge. 
A f'aotor of the greatest importance in determ:Lning the accuracy 
of' the calibration is, of' course, the purity of' the helium used. In 
the present work B.O.Co. spectrally pure samples were employed, and at 
intervals the purity was oheoked by passing a lmown amount of' gas through 
the fractionating oolum, the deflection produced by this gp.s being 
measured on the Pirani puges. The deflection of' an amount of' helium 
direct from the reservoir was then measured. No appreciable degree of 
contamination was ever observed. 
Calibration of' the Moleod gauge and e:as pipetting wstem. 
Ao Calibration of the ~GLeod gauge. 
The oa.libra.ted measuring tube of' the Mc.Leod gauge consisted 
initially of' a length of' constant-bore soda-glass (5m.m.) tubing 
with etoh marks at approximately centimetre intervals. One end 
of this tube was ground flat and waxed to a !Nbiorosoope slide; 
olean dry mercury was then poured into the tube till the bottom 
of the meniscus corresponded to the lowest etoh mark. The 
correspondence of level was checked by means of a m:Lorosoope and 
the whole tube and its c(Xltents were weighed, the tube having 
been previousq weighed empty. This procedure was adopted for 
50. 
eaoh of the etch marks and hence the volume between eaoh nark 
could be found, the density of the ID!rcury (corrected for 
temperature) being lmown. The end of the tube was then rounded 
off in a ientle flame. It only remained to find the volume 
between the last etch DB.rk and the rowded-off end. This was 
measured by oonpletel,y fillirli the tube with mercury, "wipina-off" 
the menisaus at the iround-glass end with a microscope slide, and 
weishing the residu.al mercury. The difference :in weii}lt between 
the tube filled to the last mark and the oonpletely filled tube 
corresponds to the volume between the last e toh mark and the 
rounded-off end. 
The volumes between the marks were plotted against the distance 
from the lowest etoh-mark and the poihts were found to lie 
accurately on a strai~t line. This would only be expected if 
oonstant bore tubing was used and, since this was the case, it 
is a good indication tmt the calibration was sut:fioiently accurate. 
The advantaie af calibrating the tube in this way is that it is 
calibrated in the position in whioh it is used. 
It was also necessary to find the volume of the McLeod bulb, 
between the tap T.lB, the nark "M", and the out-off in limb- 2 
of the pipette "A" (fig.l7). This was done by cutt~s; the · 
connecting tube- near the pipette "A" and fillina the bulb and 
oorked side-arm with water up to the mark "M''; the volume of 
the water was then measured. This operation was performed 
51. 
three tines the agreement between the readings beins better than 0.01 
per oen t. The side-arm was then connected to the calibrated gas-
pipette "A" with the minimum of volune ohanse. Any error resulting 
from this operation must be relatively small beoause of the lars;e 
volume of the bulb and side-arm. 
B. Calibration of the gas pipettes "A" and "B". 
The pipettes "A" and "B" and the· sDall bulb "C" were Joined 
tosether :ill one unit. The volume trom t~ cut-ott in lirnb-2 of 
"A11 to the upper etch mark in limb-1 of "A11 was found by a meroury 
weighing method, correction being made tor the fact that the 
menisoi at both points were inverted during calibration. The 
volume from the out-otf in limb 2 of 11B" to the upper etch mark 
in limb 1 of "B" was similarly rmasured. The dead spaoe in "A" 
actually constitutes part of the volun:e of the side-arm of the 
McLeod gauge and its volume was also found by the maroury rrethod. 
limb 1 of "A", and the upper etch mark of "B", was measured by a 
weight of water method, the mean of several readings being:-
Vol. of pipette "A" = 
II II II "B" = 
II II "A" + I'Bi' + "C" 
4.610 c.o. 
4.494 c.c. 
= 179·5 c.c. 
These voiumes were checked by a gas expansion nethod and the 
values were found to agree to within 0.4%. Most of this discrepancy must 
arise in the several menisous correot ions necessary in the gas expansion 
method and in actual calculations the results obtained by the weighing 
methods were used as :i:& this was considered to be a mre reliable technique. 
0 
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52. 
MATHEMATICAL TREATMENT OF EXPERildENTAL RESUI..IrS. 
1.) Homogeneous distribution of helium. 
In the present work most ot the specimens were in the form of 
disos, or slishtly irregular pieces of large area and thin uniform 
section, and consequently could be treated as semi-infinite solids. 
Provided the gas is homogeneously distributed the diffusion equations 
EQUN. 9. 
o = amount of gas left in sanple after time ( t). 
00 = amoUnt present initia~. 
h = sample thiokness. 
D = diffusion ooeffioient. 
It (a) is the amount di:£rusing out in time ( t) (i.e. o=o0-o ) 
then. £o!!! (-.t)--au-:e£-iG--ient-ly lerge- -tr.e--f'-irflt-torm-in--the- -aeries -give·a- --
the good approxi.JIBtion, 
~& 
-
. fL. e)( r-f f] -L ...... ?:". .5... Co TT""D E:;!UN • 10 
c. 8 e~r·[-t] . j- - = - . '·e. c. 77& EQUN. 11 
The series expressed in Equation .10 is shown graphically in :fig. 18 
and it may be seen that the approxinate form of the series holds only 
when the ourve has become asymptotic to the straight line whose 
.- . . ..... ~ 
... 
,·;. 
··.:-:.:r··-. 
,-1,_ 
~·:.: F'ie;. 18 • 
Equatioh 10 ~ 
Fig. 19. 
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EQUN. 12 
Thus nvn may be obtained from the slope. 
It "Dn is small then.;- will be small unless ( t) is oompensatingly 
0 
. . -10 2, . In the present case the value of non was about 10 om. t1Dlll• 
and with typi.oal anneals of only -103 minutes total duration the 
asymptotic relation was never achieved. The value of the diffusion 
coefficient must therefore be obtained from some other series relating 
nDn and ( t) with (a) and (c
0
) 
The series shown in Equation 9 converaes rather slowly far sma11 ( t) 
and a more rapidly convergini error - tunation series has been developed 
by LIEBHAFSKY ( 66) • 
Equation 9 can b!, reaz/anaed in the fform a. 
!- f. " !i_. -? ~v+l)• . e"'r_ - (~Y+ 1).)'] 
where y - 7-f2 Dt 
h2 
It (y) is less than o. 2, this simplitie a to 
EQUii. 13 
EQUN. :U.. ~=+En~i 
and thus if ,g_ , the fractional loss of gas, is plotted against ~ 
the result should be a straight line. The slope ot this line ·. 
readily yields nnn. 
The curves obtained in practice are shown and discussed in the 
appropriate sections. 
2.) Inhoroogeneous distribution of helium; sandwioh oase. 
Mathematioally this is a rather more oonq>le:x: oase, the· oomplete 
solution haVing been worked out by LE CLA.IRE and ROiVE .and used in 
their investigation of the diffusion of argon in silver (9). Briefly, 
if the oentral layer of helium is very thin the fraotion of gas evolved 
from the surfaoes of the sandwioh is lf where 
I 
~ ~ (-I)._ .. , . e)(r·f/_A.lJ- I )a7T"a Pt] 
;r = --;;: f (:z..,- •> r "' EQUN. 15 
Knowing the thiolmess (h) and the tim!': of annealing ( t) it is 
possible to dedude "D" from e.:x:peri!D!':ntally determined quantities. 
Equation 15 is expressed graphioally in t.La. 19. 
AUJMINIUM. 
Strictly, the metal investigated was not aluminium but a solid 
solution of lithium in alumini~m. 
of helium from the reaction 
6 
Li +n 
3 
4 3 
~ He+ H 
2 1 
The lithium was present as a source 
( ~ = 70 m;.b.) 
the neutron flux being provided by the BEPO reactor at A.E.R.E. Harwell. 
Since, hoVIever, the amount of lithium is small and this element does not 
cause significant expansion of the aluminium lattice (68} the diffUsion 
characteristics should not differ too widely trorn those of pure aluminium. 
Two different alloy samples were used containing 160 and 1120 p.p.m. 
of lithium respectively. The alloy was cold-rolled into the form of 
sheets 0.5m.m. thick from which discs of about 1.1 oms. dianeter were 
punched. The size of the discs was chosen so that 
a. slow neutron self-screening was less than 0.5%, and 
b. loss of recoil alpha-particles was limited effectively to the 
discs at the end of each irradiated stack. These and discs were 
discarded. Since the samples were used within a relatively short 
time of each other no trouble was experienced from aocumlation of 
helium from the reaction 
' H 
1 
J 
He 
2 
It may be expected then that the speci~mns contain a uniform 
ca"lcentration of helium in a netal matrix censisting essentially of 
pure aluminium. 
Before irradiation the disos were given a light surface etch with a 
reagent consisting of 2% concentrated hydrofluoric aoid and lO}b nitric 
acid in order to remve minor blemishes and give, as far as possible, the 
same surface characteristics to every diso. Sone of the samples were 
annealed before irradiation in order to test the effect of crystal size 
on the amount of' helium diffusing from the discs. The reactor BEPO was 
used for this irradiation sinoe it has a relative~ low fast neutron flux 
and the samples thus sustained the minimum of damage due to the 1'\YiBJler-
ef'f'ect 11 • 
Several of' the disos, both irradiated and unirradiated, showed 
slight blistering and 11pittini11 on annealini• These blemishes were 
about the same size and it was thought that they may have been due to 
part of the lithium distilling out of' the metal. However, it was 
suggested by KAY (69) that a mre probable cause was the distilling 
out of water trapped during the rolling process. To rule out any 
possibility of inhOJmieneity of the lithium content some of' the irradiated 
discs were autoradiographed before annealing. Any undue concentration of 
lithium should then be manifested by a 11hot-spot11 of beta- activity due 
to tritium. The sanples were placed on a strip· of' Kodak 11 Kodirex11 
X-ray film and left for four days before developing. Several regions of 
hiih activity were observed but it was concluded that they were not due 
to tritium betas since when the experiment was repeated using an aluminium 
2 
absorber (lOmi./om ) the intensity of blackening was only sliihtly re-
-:- """f",-:-- -.~-. 
Surface before annealing. 
...·: 
Fig.20. 
Surfaces of aluminium disce· before and after 
~ . r r.roag • X iTI ·,_-j) aHne t::..LJ.ng. ~ 1v• _ _ 
Surface after annealing. 
Fig.20 continued ·overleaf. 
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A.utoradiographs of the disc AlO with and without 
the removal of tp.e sul;'face layer.(Mae;. X 41 
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duoed. Since the spots were confined to the surfaoe and edges of the 
diaas a.nd oould be completely remved by lightly rubbini with fine emery-
paper it appears likely that the activity is due to impurities introdmed 
during the rolling or punohina--out processes. Apart from these spots 
the autoradiogl'apb showed a uniform field of blaokeniDi• Some of the 
autoradioil"aphed discs were then annealed and miorosoopioally examined for 
blemishes, but no correlation was found between these and the hot-spots 
of the autora.diogl"o.pha. It l!laY therefore be oonoluded that the lithium 
oonoentration is uniform, the hot-spots being an irrelevant phenomenon. 
Wbere possible specimens showine erose defects were not used in the 
present work, but in any case effects due to these will be El!lall since 
they are few and cover only a very smal.l fraotion of the surface. 
Photo-miorogE"aphs of the defects, and enlarged pictures of the auto-
radiographs are sboun in fig. 20. 
'J..'he J'."eeu:t.to obte.:Jned fo1: the cti.tfusicm of hel.i\Lf!l :i.n alll!!:dn:lur'l are 
derived from four batches of samples which are designated (A), (B), (0), 
and (D). The irradiation data and percentage lithium content of all 
the diso s are shown in table 2. 
As rray be seen from fia• 21 and tables 3, 4, 5, 6, the results 
indioate that:-
1. The total amount of bellum evolved is very small even after 
very long anne ala. 
2. The (c) and (D) disos have markedly different initial rates of 
evolution, althou;h a.t the same temperature they eventually 
tend to the same limit of .!L- 0.03. 
00 
sa. 
-'• The results are remarkably self-consistent with the exception 
ot D4. This is attributable to an inconsistency in the Pirani 
aaug;es during the earlier stages of annealing and since the 
slope of the straight part in fia• 22 is not atfeoted by this 
it has bee·n used for the calculation of the diffusion oo-
efficient for D4. 
At the time the {B) discs were investisated it had not yet been 
possible to obtain a really heliu~tight fUrnace and it was deemed better 
to measure the helium remaining in the discs at'ter a long anneal than to 
try to collect and measure the small amount evolved. The latter quan·tity 
was calculated by subtraction of the residual amount from the amount of 
gas obtained f'rom another unheated disc which had the same history as the 
annealed one. Some of the errors inherent in this nr:thod have already 
been discussed and it may be seen that the spread in the results obtained 
un~~ _i_«!e~~!~-~ aondi~~ons i_s _9ui~e ~jil;~· _ -~~ i~-~~~~-n~ however, t~at __ . 
the total amount of helium evolved is small even after very lona periods 
at hiib temperatures. In faot the total amount evolved after 400 hours 
is not muoh more than that evolved in '0 minutes and this seems to 
indicate that the expected linear relationship between the amount ~volved 
and the square root of the time is not obeyed tor annealina time~· of 
this ma.@litude. The more aocul'ate and detailed experiuents carried out 
on the (A), (C) and (D) discs also support this conclusion. 
The curves expressina .2... 
00 as a function of the square root of 
the time are not wholly linear except at the lowest temperatures 
Table 2. 
:•,· 
Batch. 
A 
B 
c 
D 
DISC DATA. 
I 
Li App.thermal Wration of App. fast Irradiation 
(p.p.m.) I flux. irradiation. flux·. 2 temperature. 
( n./ em. 2f sec.) (days.) (n./om. I sec.) 
I 
' 
160 1012 28 1.6 X 1011 52° c. 
1120 1011 28 11 0.03 X 10 23° c. 
1120 1012 I 28 1.6 X 1011 52° c. 
1120 1012 I 28 1.6 X 1011 52° c. 
i 
d . . 2 Intearated fast neutron dose t 
1
r (A), (C), (D) discs is 3.73 x 1017 n./om. 
Inteil"ated fast neutron dose tt (B) discs is 7.0 x 1015 n./om. 2 
I 
! 
I 
., 
Pre-irradiation treatment. 
Light surface etch With ( 2% HF, 10% HN03) reaaen t. 
Lights~f.aee etch with ( Z% HF, 10% HN03) reagent. 
Light surface etch with 
(2% HF, 10}1; HN03) reaa;ent. 
Light etching as above 
and annea1in~h in vacuo, 
at 615° c. tor 1 hr. 
Table 
.1"·1 ~ 
7: .. , 
.J• 
.......... · ·' 
..... 
(B) DISCS. 
T0 c. jt~mins) Diso and Total. time .2.. X 102 Mass. Thiokne ss ( ~) Anneal. (hrs.) 00 (grns) • (oms.) x 10 
B1 168.6 472 2.53 100.6 0.1279 4.790 
B2 115.5 472 6.19 83.25 0.1298 4.854 
B3 217.3 472 0.72 114.19 0.1262 4.803 
B4 219.4 574 10.20 114.72 O.]J06 4.892 
B5 154.4 574 7-55 96.25 0.1234 4.624 
B6 100.0 574 8.20 77.46 0.1353 5.070 
B9 642.0 613 3·50 62.07 0.1290 4.834 
BlO 190.3 613 9.40 106.86 0.1292 4.839 
Bl2 341.0 613 2.60 143.04 0.1286 4.823 
·-·-·- . 
-- -------·· --- ----- ----- -- ---- ------ - -.------ ----- ---- -· --- ---------
B]J 421.5 637 7.30 159.03 0.1318 4o939 
B15 4()6.5 637 12.30 156.07 0.1231 4.701 
-~, •.• ··oro;""f'. . . ..- •;t.r~'~ ...... -- •• --,··-- ~-~-·-- •• 
Table 4. 
(A) DISCS. 
Diso and Total 0 102 Mass. Thickness ~h) 
Anneal. time. ~c. -x Jt(mins.) (iJDS.) 00 (cms.)x 10 (mine.) 
All 1 15 538 0.62 3.87 0.1217 4.560 
Al2 1 15 615 2.35 3.87 0.1266 4. 744 
2 45 613 2.82 6.71 II It 
Al3 1 15 494 0.396 3.87 0.1238 4.654 
Al4 1 15 575 1.61 3.87 0.1143 4.280 
AlO 1 25 610 2.39 5.00 0.1326 4.965 
2 100 610 2.60 10.00 II II 
3 180 610 2.67 13.42 II il 
AlO• 1 +20 611 +0.66 
- 0.1168 4-374 
A8 1 75 610 4.69 8.66 0.1224 4·579 
2 165 615 5.32 12.85 II II 
3 260 604 5.32 16.13 II u 
- -- - --- -- - . - - --
-----
- ------ ---· --
·- -
-- - -
--- -- ------------
A2 1 22600 648 9.80 150.59 0.1306 4.894 
A3 1 22680 648 12.70 150.59 0.1116 4.182 
K A 10 was reannealed for 20 minutes after arindina off a thin surface 
layer ("- 6% off each side). 
... ·~-:··~· ··::-;·: 
.· 
Tabl·e 5. 
I, .. '. .•· 
~.: 
(0) DISCS. 
Diso and Total T0 0. 
.$!_X 102 j (roms) Mass. Thiolmess (h) Anneal. time. 00 (ams.) (ems.) x 102 (mins). 
02 1 15 614 1.49 3.873 0.1389 5.127 
2 45 6~0 1.78 6.710 0.1389 5.127 
3 85 613 1.84 9.22 0.1389 5.127 
04 1 15 535 1.09 3.673 0.1402 5.175 
2 45 535 1.31 6. 7lD 0.1402 5.175 
3 75 612 1.77 8.66 0.1402 5.175 
07 1 lD 614 1.345 3.16 Ool390 5.130 
2 25 614 1.553 5.00 0.1390 5.130 
3 45 614 1.694 6.71 0.1390 5.130 
4 75 614 1.850 8.66 0.1390 5.130 
5 130 614 2.054 ll.40 0.1390' 5.130 
6 215 614 2.247 14.70 0.1390 5.130 
- ---- ----- -- -- - ·-- ------- - -- ------ --· -- -----
-------
7 300 614 2.352 17.30 0.1390 5.130 
8 400 614 2.434 20.00 0.1390 5.130 
9 580 614 2.516 24.10 0.1390 5.130 
013 1 10 580 1.303 3.16 0.1378 5.067 
2 25 580 1.487 5.00 0.1378 5.087 
3 50 580 1.630 7.07 O.U78 5.087 
4 100 560 1.807 lD.OO 0.1378 5.087 
5 200 560 2.000 14·14 0.1378 5.087 
6 324 560 2.147 18.00 0.1378 5.087 
.. -·-:-· . .:, ·- •.:-
Table-G. 
(D) DISCS. 
Diso and 1'ot a1 time T0 c. 
.E.., X 102 ~(mins.) Mass. Thiokne ss (h) Anneal. (m:lns.) co ( gms.) (ems.) x 102 
D4 1 15 614 0.510 3.87 0.1382 5.121 
2 35 " 0.595 5-92 " II 
3 55 n 0.711 7.42 II II 
4 75 " 0.883 8.66 " n 
5 110 n 1.12 10.50 n " 
6 170 n 1.54 13.00 " " 
7 270 n 1.71 16.40 " " 
8 370 n 1.88 19.20 n II 
9 490 It 2.01 22.10 n It 
10 640 n 2.16 25.30 II II 
D7 1 10 614 0.521 3.16 0.1366 5.065 
2 25 " 0.715 5.00 " n 
-- - - -- --- --
3 46 " 1.01 6.78 II " 
. 
4 100 " 1.53 10.00 " " 
5 205 II 1.94 14.32 II II 
6 305 II 2.08 17.50 II II 
7 455 II 2.22 21.33 II il 
8 650 " 2.33 25-50 II il 
9 850 " 2.40 29.15 il il 
10 12lt0 II 2.49 35.21 II " 
/continued overleaf 
/continued trom previous paae. 
Disc and Total time. T0 c. c 2 fi(mins.) Mass. Thickness (h) 
Anneal. (mins.) 00 xl0 (gms.) (oms.) x 102 
D8 1 10 614 0.539 3.16 0.14()3 5.202 
2 26 II 0.687 5.10 n n 
3 60 II 1.132 7-75 II n 
4 120 II 1.522 10.95' II II 
5 240 II 2.150 15.49 II II 
6 360 i1 2.330 18.97 II II 
7 510 II 2.460 22.58 II II 
8 810 II 2.603 28.46 II II 
9 1125 II 2.677 33.54 II II 
About equal amounts were il'Ound-off' eaoh side of DB, reducing 
the nnss to 0.1138 gms •• After etchins, the disc was reannealed 
1 as DB. 
D81 1 11 614 0.121 3·32 o.113a I 4.219 
-· - --
- ·- ---- - -
-- - ----------------- .. 
2 35 n 0.149 5.92 " n 
3 85 n 0.1597 9.22 " n 
4 185 II 0.1597 13.60 n II 
Dl3 1 10 580 0.424 3.16 0.1400 5.191 
2 26 n 0.517 5.10 n II 
3 55 II 0.649 7.42 II II 
4 95 II 0.908 9-75 II II 
5 195 n 1.396 13.96 II II 
6 299 II 1.732 17.29 II II 
7 431 II 1.958 20.76 II II 
8 576 II 2.070 24.00 n II 
• 
/oontinqed overleaf 
/continued from previous page. 
Diso and Total time. T0 c. 9_ X 102 /t(mins.) Mass. Phiolme BS ( ~) Anneal. (mins.) 00 (gms.) oms.) x 10 
D16 1 10 580 0.5835 3.16 0 .• 1344 4.946 
2 25 II 0.6731 5.00 
3 52 II 0.7872 7.21 
4 90 " 0.9805 91!49 
5 144 it 1.275 12.00 
6 249 " 1.692 15 •. 78 
7 380 " 1.9.73 19.49 
8 625 II 2.182 251!00 
D6 1 15 556 0.5155 3.87 0.1289 4.779 
2 35 n 0.5990 5.92 II n 
3 75 n o.,720 8.66 n n 
4 145 n 0.8110 12.04 n n 
5 245 n· 0.9640 15.65 II It 
. --. ----- ----- --- -----------
------- ----- ---- - --- ---------------
6 365 II 1.190 19.10 II II 
7 485 " 1.330 22.00 n II 
8 615 n 1.450 24.80 ti II 
9 630 614 1.530 25.10 II II 
10 670 " 1.6lt() 25.88 II " 
11 790 " 1.955 28.11 II II 
12 955 ii 2.196- 30.90 II n 
13 1280 " 2.450 35-78 " II 
14 13\W··- 640 2.496 36.20 II II 
15 1567 II 2.555 39.60 II II 
/continued overleaf 
/oontinued tram prev.l.ous page. 
Diso and Total time. T0 c. 
.2_ X 102 ~) Mass. Thiolmess (h~ Anneal. (mins.) 00 (ps.) (oms.) :x: 10 
Dl4 1 10 550 0.4()0 3.16 0.1354 5.020 
2 25 II 0.434 5.00 n II 
3 60 il 0.,508 7-75 II II 
4 120 n 0.618 10.95 II il 
5 240 II 0.838 15.49 II n 
6 360 II 1.057 18.97 li n 
7 500 il 1.240 22.36 n II 
8 620 " 1.350 24.49 n " 
Dl7 1 10 464 0.342 3.:J-6 0.1358 5.035 
2 25 It 0.366 5.00 " " 
3 145 II 0.4J.l 12.04 n n 
4 291 " 0.462 17.06 n n 
5 484 n 0.~11 22.00 n 
" 
------- -
-- ·-------· 
---
-- ------- -- -- -------
6 664 II 0.!?44 25.77 It II 
7 961 II 0.500 31.00 II 
" 
D11 1 10 464 0.323 3.16 0.1340 4.968 
2 25 II 0.354 5.00 II II 
3 55 ,, 0.374 7.42 n ,, 
D9 .. 10 350 0.154 3.16 0.1346 4-991 J.., 
2 25 II 0.197 5.00 II II 
D10 1 10 265 0.126 3.16 0.1347 4.994 
• •-·r·-•.--;.----
Fig. 21. 
The percentage of helium evolved from 
aluminium as a function of time. 
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Fig. 22. 
The percentage of heli~olved from aluminium 
as a function of the square root of time. 
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investiaated, the curves for the higher temperatures showing three 
distinct reiions which may be designated as:-
A. initial 'burst', 
B. linear release, 
and 
C;, 1 fall-off' of helium evolution with time. 
(A) Initial 'burst•. 
The initial high rate of release could be due to a number of 
factors. 
1. It was thougbt po~sible that atmOspheric helium was loosely 
adsorbed on the surface of the discs and that this \Vas readily 
released on annealing. This hypothesis was tested by measuring 
the quantity of helium evolved from sorre of the unirradiated alloy. 
Since this was found to be negligibly small there can be no 
quest16fl--of- helium -aa.oo-rpt:Lon-from the air~ - This would-be ex-
pected on the basis of EHRLICH's (70) adsorption and JOHNS's (71) 
solubility measurements. 
2. It is possible that the lithiuu/aluminium alloy may not be 
in a single phase, and that free lithium exists in the rretal. 
The work of NOt/AK ( 72) susgests that the solubility of lithium 
in aluminium at 300°C is only 0.3% and falls off rapidly as the 
temperature decreases. If this is correct then the percentage 
of lithium in the (B), (c) and (D) discs (0.~ may be too high 
to admit of all the lithium beins in true solution. NOWAK's 
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results, however, althouib probably the most accurate available, 
differ substantial~ from those of other workers (73, 74). 
Although the spread of data is fairly sreat a typioal result is 
that of VOSSKlJHLER(68) who sugges1aa value of 1.15% for the 
solubility at room temperature. Owing to the lack of precise 
data it was decided to examine the alloy metallographically 
(microanalyser techniques are useless with an elerrent of such a low 
atomic number). This investiaation shmved that there was no 
evidence of the formation of interrnetallic compounds and only 
very minor inclusions of foreiiO material, probably oxide (see 
fig. 23). As already mentioned, a.utoradiographic examination 
suggests that there are no gross accumulations of lithium-rich 
phase and it would therefore appear that all the lithium is indeed 
in true solution. Even if this is not entirely true, if the 
lithium-rich phase were sufficiently dispersed throughout the 
alloy then the alpha-particles originatini in this phase would 
still be trapped in the aluminium lattice • It seems unlikely 
. therefore that any separation of lithium-rich phase is responsible 
for the initial 1 burst 1 of helium. 
3e At the pile factors used for irradiat~on there is a considerable 
flux (~./om2/sec.) of fast neutrons in the neutron spectrum 
and it ~ be that sufficient radiation damaae was caused by these 
neutrons to allow a fraction of this damage to persist. Since 
i I" .•.; ;_--.. ··;. -.-- ;:· •• "f 
Burface or unetched a;I.UII1in;i:um all·oy (disc Dl2) 
after mechanical polis~ing. (Mag. X 1000). 
Note the very s.mall amount of non-metall~c 
oxide imp uri tj-. · 
Fig. 23. 
Surface of unetched 11 commercially pure 11 
- ·al-um-i:ai u..""n after id-entica"i tre-atment'. (Mag. X 1000) • 
I 
• 
• 
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radiation damage would lead to a hiiber than normaL concentration of 
vacancies and interstitials this could speed up diffUsion in the metal 
to a considerable degree. Damage due to electron irradiation, of 
course, would anneal out extremely quickly and could not possibly per-
sist for very loni after the end of the irradiation. The persistence 
of fast neutron damage appears to vary quite considerably from uetal 
to uetal, althoush ruch of it is lmown (75, 76) to anneal out very 
• 
readily even at very low temperatures. Some damage, however, sonetimes 
remains at room temperature and usual~ manifests itself as· an increase 
in the critical shear stress of the metal. 
In aluminium almost a.ll the irradiation damage appears to anneal 
out at quite low temperatures. ·Me REYNOLDS etal. (77,78) have shown 
that the r~diation induced electrical resistivity and increase in yield 
strength both anneal out below -20°0. Their irradiation was cari:"ied 
-·· . : 
out at liquid nitrogen temperature and the total dose was 1019n./am. 2 
The absence of eBfect on the critical shear stress is h!shly indicative 
of an absence of pereistina defects since these are extremely effective 
in modifying this property (79). These results are confirmed by \ {~,76). 
STEELE and WALLACE (80), however, state that aluminium irradiated with 
102JJn/cm2• at 65°0. retains its hardness at room temperature. Since 
these conditions (apart from the considerably areater total fast neutron 
flux) correspond more close~ to the conditions used in the present 
experiments it is not possible to completely rule out radiation damage 
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as a cause of the helium evolution. Moreover, the virtually identical 
behaviour of the (A) and (B) discs after irradiation at different pile 
factors cannot be said to eliminate radiation damage as a factor in 
the release; of helium since the fluxes were only sliahtly different and 
the radiation damage density varies only as the square root of the 
neutron flux ( 81). Any variation of the helium release which 
was due to damge would therefore be well within the experimental 
error. It is apparent, however, that at least one other factor must 
be operative besides that of radiation damage sinoe the (c) and (D) 
discs show different initial release etfeots. 
4. One very striking result is the differenbe between the initial 
8J110mlt of helium evolved in the case of the (C) and (D) disos whioh 
were both irradiated to the san~ extent. The (C) discs, which were 
not annealed before irradiation, evolve almost twioe as muoh helium 
~- ~-~~ ~!"s_!; __ ~~-~~inu~es ()~ ~~-~-~_!lealin~~ __ S~~ce the_ (C) _disos ____ -·· 
show considerable cold work (fig.24), and sinoe the (D) disos have had 
this cold work annealed out, it is quite possible that the extra 
evolution in the former case is due to the cold work whioh is known 
(82) to produce vacancies, often in strinss. Vacancies produced in 
this way cannot be responsible for all the initial evolution, however, 
s:inoe the (D) disos also show this etfeot, and it may well be that the 
pre-irradiation annealin& or non-annealing of the disos has the 
effect which is described in (5). 
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5. :Miorographio examination (see fi,a. 24) of annealed and un-
annealed discs shows that arain &rowth of the metal is virtually conplete 
in about fifteenm:inutes. Thus the larger initial burst of the (C) 
discs could be due to the "sweeping out" of some helium as the grain 
boundar i.e s move outwards. Suoh an effect would be limited to the 
first ten minutes or so but should be confined only to the (c) discs 
and this is not the case. Moreover, recent work by BOKSHTEIN et al. 
(83) suggests that atoms on arain boundaries are not disturbed to any 
ireat extent by the movement of the grain boundary across them and this 
makes the "sweepini out" effect of rather doubtful sisnifioance. 
6. Closely linked to (5) is the case of grain boundary diffusion. 
This should be characterised by a relatively low eneriY of activation for 
diffusion and as ~ be seen in fig. 26. this is the case if a "square 
law" evolution osn be assumed for the first few minutes of annealina. 
There is, however, no experirrental evidence fbr this assunption in the 
present case. This mechanism, however, would explain the difference 
in the initial rates of evolution from the (C) and (D) discs since the 
latter having much biager grains must have a correspondingly smaller 
total grain boundary surface. The faot that the linear part of the 
.2...J.F curve can be extrapolated approxirmtely to the origin suggests 
co 
that the helium released initially (at least f'rom the (D) discs). is 
different in kind from that represented by the linear part of the curve 
and it seems reasonable to suppose that it is present as loosely trapped 
. . . - •;;.-· 
'·i-
·•· .. -~. . 
: :;-·". • •. ~· y. . •. 
.. 
. .,j 
'· t' .,. 
Spec:i,.l!len Cllf: .. show:i,:Q.g highly.-, cold-worked 
structure· of the un~@nea.ied meta.l~ Note the 
. · . 
. absence. of· grain b.oUn.daZ:i.es. 
_(Anodised+non-polar~~ed light-. Mag.X200). 
F·ig-, 24. 
Uni-~radiated alumini·um aft.er five m:Lnutes 
annea,lirig ·at 614 °C. Note recrystallisation • 
.. 
(Anodised+non-polarised light. Mag. X 200) • 
...... 
cont. overleaf. 
~-~ .. 
. ·:;··. 

·-"l'\• 
-:·.-
... . 
Grain size of unirradiated metal after ten 
... 
minu~es ··ann.eaiing .at 614°p. 
(Anodised~pola.r.ised·:light. Mag. X 200) 
. 
J 
N~te that .recrystallisation is almost complete. 
(cf •. belovi.) 
·:-. 
Fig. 24( cont.) 
Grain size of Dl2 after sixt.;r. JD.j.nute..s at ._6l4°C. 
-....... ---· 
(Anodised+polarised lie;ht. Mag. X 200). 
Note that recrystallisation has gone little 
further than the stage shown in the previous 
~otograph. 

aas on the surfaces of grains. A secondary effect of grain size is 
due to the fact that the grain boundaries can supply vaoanoies for 
diffUsion (14,15 1 20). 
1. Interstitial movement of the helium is possible since althouan 
the eneriY of formation of an interstitial atom is larae (at least in 
copper) (11) it can easily move once it has been formed. Th~ helium 
atoms, by v:irtue of the method of their introduction, must be already 
in interstitial positions and the energy of formation of an interstitial 
no longer has to be surmounted. Thus a small rise in temperature should 
produce a large increase in the movement of the gas. As the temperature 
rises a vacancy mechanism must predomdnate (11) but until a sufficient 
concentration of thermal vacancies has been produced an interstitial 
mechanism might be expected to be operative. 
Experiments with naterial of stabilised grain size would obviously 
afford muoh evidence concerning (5) and (6) and enable the relative 
of discs, each of different grain size and stabilised against fu~ther 
~owth, were supplied by A.W.R.E. but experiments have not yet been 
undertaken with these. 
{B) Linear release. 
The linear part of the curve SLj ,Jt' has a slope which exhibits 
00 
temperature dependence. On plotting the loaarithms of the diffusion 
coeffioients obtained from this slope against the inverse absolute 
·temperature an energy of actiVation of 2.15 ev. (49.7k. oals./mole) 
is obtained for the di:f'f'usion prooess. This value is of the same 
or:. •. 
·- ··.:c,~.-. .-.. -.--.-. · ....... ~-,.-. . ---·-~;· .. . . . -;.·~-.. 
, .... 
. ;· 
Table 7. 
Er and EM are, respectively, the energies 
of formation and movement of a vacancy in 
the metal. 
ED is the energy of activation for self-diffusion. 
:ENERGY OHARAOTERISTICS OF LATTICE DEFECTS m SO:Ml!l METALS. • 
Metal. EF(ev.) E}A{ev.) EF+!f E]) (ev.) T° K. Reterenoe. (ev • 
~1.30 0.40 -1.7 
-
300 (45) 
Au 0.79 0.52 1.31 
-
370 (46) 
1.28 0.68 1.96 
-
300 (47) 
1.02 0.66 1.68 
- 300 (48) 
0.95 0.68 1.63 
-
370 (49) 
0.70 0.50 1.20 - - (46) 
0.60 
- - - -
(50) 
1.71 (51) 
1.81 (52) 
1.86 (52)A 
1.96 (53) 
Fe 2.6 
-
(100) 
-
. -
-·- - . ·- --. ·-- ---- 2-.-60· -· ·- -(-54l ·-
Ai 1.1 - - - (55) 
- - -
1.77 (56) 
Al 0.76 0.44 1.20 
- 300 (57) 
1.00 
- - -
300 (58) 
- - -
K0.90 
- (59) 
- - -
Kl.l,O 
-
(60) 
Cu 1.0...,1.2 0.9->1.0 -2.0 
- -
( 61) ( 62) ( 63 )(~ 
- - -
2.07 
-
(64) 
K Measured indireot~. 
Table 8. 
COMPARISON OF PRES'Im'T WORK WITH THAT OF 
:MURRAY AND PINCUS. 
Reference 
Dom. 2/seo. 
% 
T0 c. and method. Sanple. E(ev). At. Li. 
Present D4 2.15 1.93 X 10-ll 0.44 614 
work. D7 II 2.22 X 10-11 " 614 
DB " 1.87 X 10-11 " 614 
L~Al 
1.21 x 1e-u allO:£• Dl3 II " 580 
Dl6 " 1.05 X 10-11 " 580 
Dl4 It 2.50 X 10-12 It 550 
D6 II 2.39 x lo-12 II 556 
D17 II 7.17 X 10-13 II 464 
Murray and 
Pincus. 
(91) 
- -
3.4 x 1o-11 -10 ltOO 
LUAJ. a.llQ.ie 
Murray and 
Pincus. 
8 X 10-lQ (91) 
-
0.65 - 400 
---
. ·- ---- -
-. 
-- - --
---. -- -- -· --
-------- - -- -
-- -- -- - -
§~m!l~iob. 
Murray and 
Pincus. 
(92) 
- -
2.4 x 1o-1o 0.02 575 
Li/A1 alloy. 
Fig. 25. 
LogeD (D=diffusivity of helium in aluminium in cm. 2/min. 
units)' as 3 func"tion of the inverse atsolu-Le temperature. 
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Fig. 26. 
Log (.c) ( where c=amount of gas evolved in the first 
ten miutes of ·heatin~·) as a function of the invArRe 
absolute temper·ature. The slope: of the line is a measure 
of ".B; 11 , the activation energy. Since the relation 
between (.c) and "D", the diffusion coefficient, is not 
known for the initial stages of the annealing it is 
tr-.erefore i:::1:possible to deduce· a value for "'3 11 from 
the curve, but it would appear that the activation 
energy is relatively. small unless· the diffusion 
coefficient in this regien is proportional to a very 
high power of (c). 
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order as the eneraies of activation tor selt diffusion in many uetals 
(table 7) and since this process is believed to take place by a 
substitutional mechanism it is probable that helium moves in aluminium 
in the sarre fashion. However, the energies of formation and mve-
ent of vacancies in aluminium, and the energy of activation for self 
diffusion in aluminium, are listed in table 7, and it may be seen that 
these suagest a rather lower value for 0 E0 than that obtained. Since 
no tracer method is readily available for measurements of self dittu-
sion in aluminium, however, less accurate indirect methods are 
necessary and the spread of results is high. Therefore, in the 
absence of any evidence to the contrary, it appears reasonable to 
attribute a substitutional ~echanism to the movement ot helium in 
aluminium. 
The diffusion coefficients at various temperatures together with 
the energy of activation for diffusion (see fiso 25) calculated from 
section of the curve. 
(c) Fall-oft ot evolution w1 th time. 
As ~ be seen from fig. 22, the .2... / /t;urves cease to be 
00 "- -· 
linear after a tin~ depending on the temperature of annealing. The 
higher the temperature the earlier does the fall-off of gas evolution 
beiin and only in the case of the anneals conducted at relative~ low 
temperatures was no evidence of 0 tail-ott" forthooming even after 
several hours heating. At the higher temperatures, hcwtever, the total 
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fraction of helium evolved tended to a limiting value of about J%. 
The admittedly less accurate results obtained on the (B) discs sugaest 
that less than 10% is evolved even after several hundred hours heatini• 
Theoretically there is no reason wqy such a phenomenon should be ob-
served especially since the metal is by no means exhausted of aas and 
it therefore seems that some mechanism is at work restr:ioting the free 
movement of the helium. At first it was thought that the free surfaces 
ot the metal, acting as souroes of vacancies, gave rise to a high con-
centration of these near the surface, the concentration decreasing 
towards the centre of the disc on account of capture by impurities or 
dislocations. By this means the helium atoms near the surface would 
be afforded relatively easy moveDEnt while those nearer the centre 
would be leas mobile. After a few hours annealing the helium ooncen-
tration in the vacancy-rich regions near the surfaces (for the purposes 
of this discussion grain boundaries are included in this term) would 
-become- depleted,- and-a: fall-off in- the rate- of evolution-~ght be ex: 
peoted. It was decided to test this qypothesis by exposing fresh 
surfaces on a "spent" disc, DB, by grindins off about 10% of the total 
thickness from each surface. After etching with the same solution 
as had been used in the original preparation the specimen was reannealed 
at the same temperature as before, no si&nificant evolution of gas beina 
observed. This leads to the oonolusion that more than about 90% of 
the helium is very effectively trapped in what can only be conceived 
as voids or bubbles. Such a phenomenon has frequently been observed 
with fission product gases in Uranium and thorium (85, 86, 87, 88, 89) 
and also with helium in copper (1.4,11) and beryllium (65,93,98). In 
these oases, however, a muoh sreater local concentration of gas was 
involved. 
The bubble mechanism is further substantiated by the relatively 
small increase in the quantity of gas evolved when a spent disc, D6, 
was heated to rather hil#ler teng;~eratures than that at which the oriiinal 
anneal was conducted (see fig. 21). Moreover, the fact that the falling-
off in the rate of evolution occurs at a later stage in the case of the 
lower temperature anneals a~ees with the work of BARNES et al.(l4,93,98) 
who found that the rate of bubble formation, due to vacancy aooumulation, 
was a steep fUnction of temperature. 
BERILLIUM. 
A few pieces of neutron-irradiated vaoo~cast ber,yllium oontainini 
. 6·.9-;- io-5 c.c./am:-~e~e ~~1-~-bl~ ( th~ ~~s bein-g pr-~~-oed-b;the-
reactions Be9(n2n) Be8 ·and Be9(~ He6 ) , and probing experiments were 
carried· out on these. No attempt was made to draw r~gorous quantitative 
oonolusions from these experinents s.inoe the pieces of metal were 
irrei'Jlar in shape and microsoopic examination showed them to contain 
a number of cracks (fig. 27) which made it impossible to estimate the 
true thickness of the specimens. Indeed, when sanple (Be2) was vtith-
drawn from the ·furnace it was found to have split into one large pieoe 
and two snaller pieces and a larie part of the helium released in this 
Be£Yllium.Results. 
•I 
.. · .._·.-~· 
BERYLLIUM. 
Total time 0 0 6 Oi 
:X: 102 
Mass. Thickness 
Specimen. (mins.) T o. (c. c./ iiD• x 10 ) ~ (gms.) (oms.) 
I 
I 
I 
Be 1 30 620 0.901 ~-306 0.09935 ..-0.38 
90 622 1.053 ~-528 n n 
Be• 2 30 960 16.11 2~.37 0.1014 n 
I 
90 960 17.60 2~.54 II II 
I 
Be 3 30 808 2.467 ~-500 0.0185 II 
!It: Be 2 split into one large and two sm4 pieces during annealing 
and the high rate of release could be partly due to this. 
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oase oould probably be attributed to this. 
The release of helium was found to be temperature dependent but, 
as the curve in fia. 28 shows, it does not obey the expected relation 
with time. The initial quantity of sas released is larae, subsequent 
release being muoh diminished. This effeot mey be due to micro-crack 
or grain boundary evolution of helium initially, or bubble-formation at 
a later stage, or to a combination of both these mechanisms. This 
last possibility seems by far the most likely takini into consideration 
the cracked state of the m!:tal and also the tendency for helium to 
form bubbles in beryllium (93,65). 
FUrther work on beryllium was planned but has not yet been 
executed. 
IRON/NICKEL AUIJY FROlll liiETEORITES. 
A naturally available source of heliu~containing metal is meteoritic 
iron. The isotopes He3 and He4 are produced in the metal lattice by 
cosmic ray bombardment and, since the flux is only slightly attenuated 
by the iron, the aas rray be considered to be homogeneously distributed 
if the specimens are small. 
Samples of two meteorites, BETHANY (Harvard) and TOOOPILA. (Cerros 
del Buei Muerto)', were available and were examined f'or helium oontent 
to aacertaL~ their suitability for diffUsion mea~urement~. BETHANY 
was found to oontain a quantity of' helium too small to be of any use, 
but TOCOPlLA contained a somewhat lar&er amount. Unfortunate~ the 
few available samples of this meteorite were irregularly shaped and 
small in size, thus making it difficult to estimate their physical 
thiclmess. 
Annealing was carried out, in vacuo, in a stainless steel tube 
at 960°0., the evolved gases being transferred directly on to the 
fractionating column and measured in the usual way. The results 
of the experiments on both meteorites are given in table 9. 
Owing to the very restricted number of specinens it was not 
possible to conduct experim!:nts at several different temperatures 
to obtain an activation energy for the diffUsion process. Moreover, 
the quantity of ias evolved would not have permitted measurements of 
0 
any accuracy at temperatures much lower than about 960 c. Although 
the results obtained are few, their distribution (fig. 29) allows 
some idea of the shape of the evolution/time curve to be obtained. 
- - -
This curve suggests that the initial rate of gas release is high 
but falls off very rapidly. Such a conciusion is in agreement with 
the work of PANETH (94) and PANETH and URRY (95). These workers 
suggest that only the helium near the surface of a meteorite is 
readily evolved on heating, the total quantity evolved being less 
than about 6% even after several hours at temperatures in the region 
Unfortunately the results of these workers are presented 
in a form unsuitable for making any further comparison with the pre-
sent work, and they do not allow the estimtion of any diffusion 
characteristics. 
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It seems highly probable that once again bubble tarnation takes 
place in the metal and prevents further release of helium. This is 
in geaeral agreenent with PANETH' s conclusionS· since the surface atoms 
will be the least susceptible to trapping by this mechanism. 
Although meteoritic helium contains a substantial proportion of 
He3 (in the case of TOOOPILA. 16% (96) ) the effect introduced by the 
slight~ ~eater diffusion coefficient expected tor this isotope would 
be far too small to account for the rapid initial release of helium. 
·.i_ .... 
'· 
· Fi.g. 27. 
Photo-micrographs of cracking in be.ryllium 
specimens after annealin~. 
(Mag. X86) 

Fig. 28. 
The evolution of helium from beryllium e.xpressed as 
a function o.f tlme. 
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Fig. 29. 
The evolution of helium from meteoritic iron/nickel 
--
alloy exg£~ssed as a function of time. 
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Table 9. 
TOCQI?ILA. 
Total 
T0 c. 
(c) 6 
.2... X 102 Specimen. time (o.c./gm.x 10 ) 00 Mass. Thiolmess 
(mins). (gms.) (ems.) 
TOO. 1. 62 952 0.105 2.62 0.3591 0.2 
152 945 0.125 3.12 0.3591 0.2 
TOO. 2. 15 955 0.119 2.97 0.3356 0.1 
103 950 0.139 3-47 0.3356 0.1 
% Ni = 5o43 (101) %Fe= 93.75 
00 = 4.01 x lO -6 o.c./i~ 
BETHANY. (Harvard) • 
_D.e_sorip_tion __ of samole_. _Ma.ss. __ {P-ms .• _)- ·He .con.t-en-t-.. - -C·e-Cl .. l:f!JI!.· 
Unheated tuminiS. 1.2691 Nil 
Unheated tuminss• 1~o603 2 x 1o-8 
Unheated turnings. 1.1724 < 2 X 10-8 
Unheated turnings. 1.2305 2.2 X 10-8 
Solid slab. 1.4101 < 2 x 1o-8 
The values for the helium content of BETHANY are considered to be upper limite. 
.- .-... _ .... ··~-:v.··· 
. . 
__ .._~.,.·.t 
. ' 
Table 10. 
Summary of published inert-gas/metal 
!iiffusion ·data. 
_·.:· 
.. · 
..· 
.... 
LeClaire, 
Rowe 
(9( 
Tobin 
(18) 
Tobin 
(19) 
Zimen 1 
Schr.lclin~: (r ... ) 
limen, 
Dahl. 
(85} 
Spedding 
(86) 
R~nolds 
(a7) 
Anh·ew, 
D~>vidaon, 
Gln&IJ0\1, (Ba) 
Hates, 
CJ.ork. 
(1:9} 
Murra,y,• 
Pincus, 
(91) 
1: urre,y, * 
Pincus. 
(92) 
Kr/Ae 
oroc. 
600 
7CO 
Boo 
700 
BOO 
Xl!ltl 1,00 
(AJ.pha-phasej 570 { onl,y ) 
Xe/11 
Xe/11 
Kr/11 
Xe/11 
Kr/IJ 
He/.Al 
1000 
1000 
lip to 
1000 
Up to 
10J.D 
900 
1200 
700 
900 
400 
575 
lit See text and table a. 
D(mg2 /seg,) 
5 X 10 - 10 
.J X 10 -;• 
1 x 10 -a 
2.2 X 10 -8 
1.2x1o-1 
2 X 10 -16 
1.9'X 10-15 
1,0X10-10 
1.4 X 10 - 10 
1,o6 x 10 -o 
5.13 x 10 -to 
3,5 X 10 - 15 
ll,O X 10 -t4 
1, 7 X 10 - 16 
3.0 X 10 -t5 
a X 10 - 10 
(snrdlriob, 
3o4 X 10 - 11 
(alloy) 
2,4 X 10 - 10 
( lllJ.qJ) 
Do(CIII2 /aeo) 
0.12 
0.036 
3 X tO -4 
. 
• 
1.52 
n 
2.6 
1.3 
n 
0.65 
&let'had of cea introduction and rsnerks, 
•Sandwiah• method, If several :n:r~:·.l:J 
ware made on the siiii•O s11111ple ,._ pro(ll"&Ssive 
teU,..off in "D" was observed, '.!:his w::s 
tentotivel,y ascribed to thol'l~:r.ll,y­
produced voids trappl. ne thO I.:NI r 
"Snndw ich" method, '!cry little 
uper:lmentel date civcn but the raot th••t 
no fall-off in the \'ll.lue or "D" was 
observed in aur:ccssive anneals is 
specificnl:J.y mentioned, 
.is Dbove 
G.o.s obtained lff I'J.asion. ~he extremel,y 
low "~" points to micro-o1·ack diffusion. 
Gus obt r.ined lff fission, The value of "D• 
is r8£:erded as an upper limit due to fll'ain 
size cons:l.deJ•ations, i·lo chen~:;'l in ''D• wos 
observed in passing l'ran alphR to beta to 
gaoma phases, 
G.o.s obtnined by fission, The value of "Dn 
<!uot..d hel'e nus obtained lV Zimen and Dcbl 
~om resul';s quoted qy Spalding. 
Gas obtninRl qy !'ission, r-ro cas evolution 
obsct·ved belo\1 10000C, .nbove that 
tsnpe1·o.turo EJlS was evolved in an 
i!Te[;UlDr r .. abiono 
l:oglible co.s evolution in the case or 
UJ•Mium, In t.he cnae of both Ul'aniwu and 
thoriun foUs the gaa we.a introduced by 
meAns o!' ~-lpha-pr~·ticle baubrrdment in a 
r.yclotron, 
Fiosion xe!'lln :1ru1 utilised. Tlull'e is n 
wide spreed in the raaults which is 
attributed to oxidation of specimens, "Jl• 
thus repl'eaents nn upp<>r limit, 
?ission ens used, 'i'ha conclusion is that 
bubble fonnntian might explain sane of the 
low temperdu.·e results but it is not 
oonsidarm to be 11 major fi!Ctor in 
diminishing the, A!ffuaion coefficient. 
'.l'he evolution 1/t curve is 11lmost linear 
but falls orr 0. little too rapidl,y, 
Used b~th 11annch1ich• ~.nd lithiwu allqy 
method, Tho l'onuer method L;llVe bieber 
values fOJ• •n• than the latter 11nd m:l.cro-
oraak dirt\mion 1'raD the cold \Wild was 
suconted, /. hich peraent11:e of lithium 
wea used in the allqy Rnd mey be the causa 
of 1noons1atent results. 
F'llrth•.T mrk on o. 101, peroent.,ce lithium 
allo,y s u::.ceata resul ta '·ery aim ilo.r to 
those obtaine.! in the p1·esont wo1ic, 
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GOID. 
The sandwich method previously used for studying the diffusion of 
one metal in another has been adapted by LE ClAIRE and ROVE to the study 
of the movement of arion in silver. The extension of the method to 
gases is not altoaether justified in that it is easier with a metal to 
eliminate void formation at the interfaces. With iases in metals it is 
very easy for the two phases to separate, and in the particular case 
of the inert gases the effect of separation is enhanced by the fact 
that the aas cannot redissolve. It is therefore particularly necessary 
to make sure that the oold-weld (for obvious reasons heat treatnent of 
any sort cannot be used) is a good one and that there are no voids or 
microcracks along the line of the join. For this reason the method is 
restricted to those metals which readily underiO the phenomenon of cold 
welding and in the present work the malleable metal gold was used. Gold 
radon-filled tubes, used in radiotherapeutic work, may be adapted to pro-
_ducing_ .a helium- -1!--ioh sa.ndw-ieh be-tween- -twa lcy-ers- of pure -metal--(-ae_e_ 
Introduction). Three such specimens were made by openins the ends of 
these tubes (to allow any gases present to escape) and then cold-rolling 
the metal. Since the inside of the tubes are impre~ated with helium 
from the alpha-decay of radon a helium sandwich is th~reby formed. 
The specimens produced in this way were rather irregular in outline, 
although of uniform thickness, and their dimensions were found by projecting 
an enlarged image of the metal on to a piece of squared paper. From a 
knowledie of the degree of enlarsement of the in~ge and the weight and 
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density of the specimens the area and thickness were then oaloulated by 
the method of counting squares. The are~thiokness ratio of the specimens 
is sufficiently large to allow their being treated as semi-infinite plane 
sheets. 
The thickness ot the helium layer is governed by the range of the 
alpha-particles in the radon dec~ scheme and sinoe the most energetic 
alpha has a range in gold of only .-1.1 x 10-3 oms. the mathenatical 
treatment of LE CLAIRE and RmVE ~ be used. 
One of these specimens, (Au.A), was annealed in vaouo in five 
successive stages at 815°0 and one stage at 900°0 and the gas evolved 
from eaoh anneal was collected. It may be seen from table U (where 
data for all the three gold specimens examined are given) that the 
quantity of gas evolved was very small and consequently difficult to 
III!: asure. The deflections obtained during control anneals of the furnace 
were of the same magnitude as the sualler deflections produced by the gas 
only that the amount of helium evolved trom the gold vms not il"eater 
than 8.8 x 10-B cos. per gram after 965 minutes annealing at 815°C. A 
considerable traction of this gas oould certainly have been produced by 
sources other than the specimen (e.g. the metal of the furnace and the 
glass apparatus) and the value calculated from these figures for the 
dii~usion coefficient tor helium in gold at this temperature must be taken 
as being very much an upper limit. 
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After annealing the ~ecimen at 815°0 a final 120 minute anneal 
was conducted at 900°0 the quantity of aas evolved corresponding to less 
-8 
than 1.05 x 10 cos. per sram. The amount of helium actually evolved 
from about 0.2 grams of gold was therefore approximately 2.1 x 10-9 ccs. 
and this is the amount normally evolved during a 120 minute control anneal 
of the turnaoe at the same temperature. Thus virtually no helium was 
evolved f'rom the gold even after two hours annealing at 900°0. The 
residual gas in the specimen was then liberated by dissolving the gold 
in mercury and measured in order to find the initial helium concentration(o0 ). 
The value obtained, 7.69 x 10-5 cos. per gram, agrees very well with that 
expected from the activity of the radon originally present in the gold 
tubes. Two similar experiments were carried out and the results of 
both s~bstantiate the results of the first anneal. The variations in 
the initial concentration (c0 ) ~ be attribute4 to the variations in 
the quantity of gold and radon used in the fabrication of the tubes, 
and __ do .not r.epresen.t .euol!s. o:t est-ima-tion -e:C -t-he--t-.e-1-iurn·- cont·ent.-
Using the solution of the diffusion equation for the sandwich case (9) 
a value of 4.36 x 10-lO em. 2/sec. was obtained for the diffusion co-
efficient for (Au.A) at 815°0. This is almost certainly too high, since 
even if. the helium from the walls of the furnace did not make an appre-
ciable ·contr-ibution to the total measured amount there is no reason 
why such a small quantity of gas cannot have escaped from the edges of 
the cold weld by way of microcracks or flaws rather than from the lattice 
by a volume diffusion mechanism. It would appear then either that the 
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diffUsion of helium in gold is a very slow process, supposing it to 
take place at all, or that there is some mechanism involving rapid local 
diffusion of the helium to positions within the specimen where it is 
released from solution in the metal lattice and thus effectively trapped. 
Such a situation could arise in a number of waya:-
(i) The helium is within a very short distance of the line of the 
cold weld (since the range in gpld of the most energetic alpha 
particles in the radon decay scheme is only about 1.1 x l0-3cms.) 
and any imperfections along the line of the cold weld must 
therefore exert a very significant effect on the movement of 
helium. It is difficult to assess the degree of perfection 
of the weld but it might be expecte·d that a large fraction of 
the metal boundary would be effectively welded together and 
that a corresponding fraction of helium would be available 
for·diffusion. After annealing (Au.B) and (aq.C) a discon-
the specimens. This may well be due to gas which had been 
trapped during the f'abri.oat ion of the tubes or during the 
rolling process. Again it is possible that during the filling 
of' the tubes with radon a little nercury from the gas handling 
apparatus may have become entrained and, by vaporisation or 
amalgamation with the gold, this could cause bubbles to be formed 
in the region of' the weld. 
15· 
(ii) It may be that relatively gross voids exist in the main body 
of the gold, not necessarily just along the cold weld junction, 
and that these trap helium. Here again it would not be expected 
that the capture of helium would be very significant without 
assuming an improbably high void concentration. 
(iii) A third possibility is the formation of voids throughout the 
metal by aagregation of vacancies. As already mentioned this 
effect has been observed in a number of metals and might 
possibly be more significant in gold on account of the rather 
lower eneriY (about 0.6 ev.) necessary to form a vacancy in gold. 
The most likely possibility appeared to be the first one and it was 
decided. to carry out a metallographic examination of pieces taken from 
the specimens (Au B) and~u C) both before and after annealing. The 
examination was carried out at A.W.R.E. Aldermaston and the conclusions 
reaoliea we-re -tint~ o1'-tne rour speciD'ien-s -l!fxamiifed, · tnree-sn:owetigross 
laminations of a discontinuo~s nature. The fourth specimen (B2) is 
lmown to have the same defect but in this case it was not possible ·to 
photograph it since the defect was less severe. Enlarged photographs 
of the sections taken are shown in fig. 30. 
Scratches produced on polishing appear to originate from the 
laminations and the suggestion is that the failure to cold-weld properly 
1'1183" have been due to the presence of gritty material. Although rretallo-
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graphic evidence is not conclusive, there is no evidence of amalgam 
formation anywhere in the specimen and 1 t seems unlikely that mercury oonta.lili-
nation has anything to do with the effects observed. 
It would therefore appear that the cause of the negligible gas 
evolution observed in the oase of the gold specimens could well be due 
to the migration of the helium to voids along the line of the weld. The 
helium remains in these voids in the gas phase and is unable to re-enter 
the lattice on account of its low solubility in solid gold. The presence 
of these voids thus makes it impossible to draw any very definite con-
clusions from this series of experiments. The effects observeq however, 
do serve to underline the vteaknesses of the sandwich rnethod as applied 
to gases, in particular the inert gases, and demonstrate the need for 
proper ruetallographio examination of the cold-wel~ 
. ··.&!~ ... 
"'!l .' 
Fig. 30. 
~·.,. . 
Photomicrographs of sections across the gold 
"scu"l.dwiche'' showing. incomplete cold-welding. ~he 
sections, which were taken both before and after . _ 
_gnnealing, 1.1ere mounted in the ends of split gold 
rods and eolished and etched by an electro-mechanical 
technique, 'i'he electrolyte used w~:lS CL.J. __ ?-g,ueous 
solution ·of 10% KCJ;'TI-0. 59~ Aucl3.!. 
' 'I. 
; .. 
·'. \" ... 
·· .... 
. --~ !, 
(!yB)l before annealing. (Mag. X 45) 
Note the heavily cold-worked structure with 
centre-line lamination • 
• 
' ... 
{Au))l.before ·annealing. (Mag. X 4oo)· 
This pnotograph shows the ragged and discontinuous 
nature. of the lamination. ····. 
~AuB)2 after annealin5. (Mag. X 45) 
No gross defect is visible in the field of view 
but lamination was observed during polishing • 
.  
. 
·\ 
~ ..... 
-..;. .._~ . 
~ .~~ 
,. 
·.·.· 
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Table 11. 
~- . 
~ 
Speci- Wt. ( gm.s 
Thickness Thickness af'ter He oontelnt He evolved c x 104 
after rolling. rolling. Total thick· initiall!y. c.c./ gm. c0 T
0 c. t 
men. (m.m.)' ness before rolling c.c./~. (o) (2()· (mns) 
(oo) . 
I 
(AuA) 0.19345 0.4866 ,._ 0.6 i-5 7.697x1q 0.35x10-6 0.455 615 15 
l.B6x1o-6 2.42 615 I +60 
2. 74xlQ-6 3.56 615 +190 
2.76xlo-8 3.56 815 +310 
l.06x10-8 1.38 815 +390 
1.05xlo-6 1.36 900 +120 
J! (AuB) 0.1748 0.2014 -0.25 9. 275x1o-:s l.!C6XJ0-6 1.52 814 257 
K (AuO) 0.16465 0.3041. ........... 0.4 Not 2.73xl0-8 - 815 15 
determinefi 3.04x10-9 - 815 +50 
o.oo 
- 815 +125 
1.21x1o-B - 900 +15 
o.oo - 900 +55 
• Blisters observed after annealing. 
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DISCUSSION OF RESUIII.'S AND COl'IIPARISON WITH Ol'HER WORK. 
The available ditf'usion characteristics of' helium and the other 
inert gases are surnnarised in Table 10. The ue thode used to obtain 
these results have already been described in some detail (see Introduction) 
and fall into three classes:-
(a) Fission gas release methods (84, 85, 86, 87, 89, 90). 
(b) Transmutation nethods (91, 92,) of' which the present.work on 
lithiu~aluminium alloy is an example. 
(o) "Sandwich" methods involving injection of gas ions and sub-
sequent cold-welding of n~tal surfaces (9, 18, 19, 91). The 
present work on gold ia a typical example of this method. 
The injection of _alpha particles into a metal produces the helium 
atoms in a very thin layer and so far experiments have only been oarried 
out with very hish local concentrations of gas and for purposes other 
than measuring diffUsion characteristics. These methods are not listed 
bJJt. the .effec.ts_ob.ser..v.ed- are .of- .interce.st. On. aru~eal-ir:~-g--the--gas-eon~ain-in-g 
metal (e.g. Cu (14) or Be (65, 93) ) the helium has been found to 
accumulate in bubbles, the conclusion being that vacancies migrate towards 
the aas atoms and not vice versa. This sort of effect would be expected 
for the large atoJn members of the inert gas group but it is rather sur-
prising to find helium behaving similarly since the helium atom, b"eing 
small and alreaqy in an interstitial position, might well have been 
expected to move interstitially, at least at relatively low temperatures (11). 
The strang evidence that vacancy, and not atom, movement is the primary 
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mechanism :ln bubble formation lends wei~Jht to the conclusion that the 
observed diffusion of helium in alumdnium in the present case is sub-
stitutional in type. 
Since the results of (a) necessarily relate to the higher inert iases 
it is not proposed to deal with them except to mention that the forma-
tion of bubbles of gas in fissile materials on annealing is a very well 
characterised phenomenon (97, 87, 90). 
The sandwich nethod (c) has been extensively used but is probably 
not as satisfactory as the homoaeneous solution (transmutation) technique 
of (b). Some of the more obvious reasons for this have already been 
mentioned in the section dealing with gold, but since both methods have 
been used in the present work, and in the close~ related work recently 
carried out by 1~ and PlliCUS (91, 92), it is of interest to discuss 
the ma. tter more fully. 
Of all the worle rs using the sandwich ne thod only TOBIN (18, 19) 
-has-found- i-t- -~ul-ly- -sa-tisfactory;. -Using- th:i:s- Tecfrmx-que -fie-found -tna t-
simple volume diffusion of xenon and krypton takes place :ln silver. 
It would not be expected for these iases to dif'f'use at all easily, both 
on account of their larg;e sized atoms and the tendency for them to 
form bubbles, and the observed diffusion may well have bee_n more complex 
than was at first realised. The energy of activation observed accords 
with a lattice diffusion mechanism, being too high for micro-crack or 
~Jrain boundary diffusion, but it is possible that the g;as could escape 
by true lattice diffusion inwards to the line of the cold weld rather 
than outwards toward the more distant free surfaces. If the weld were 
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not a perfect one the sas oould then find an easy path to the edie of 
the weld via micro-cracks. 
Althouih these two processes have different activation energies 
the ener&Y relating to the rate determining step is the only one relevant 
to the process as a whole. Thus it would be possible to measure an 
apparently pure volume diffUsion effect whereas in point of faot this 
is only the rate determinins step. If this were indeed the oase then 
the diffusion coefficients obtained would have to be re-calculated on 
the basis of a different diffUsion thickness (h), and sinoe this must 
be appreciably less than the original physical thickness used, the 
diffusion coefficient will be reduced in the ma.nner,D = D x(h ~ ) 2· 
new old newt old 
The similar work carried out by LE CLAIRE and ROV'JF. is subject to the 
same possible source of' error a1 though the diffusion of argon is more 
easily visualised than that of xenon or krypton. The diffusion co-
efticients reported by these authors, however, are appreciably higher 
than those obtained in the present work for the diffusion of helium in sold. 
Published data (11) suggests that while helium may possibly diffuse 
in metals by either an interstitial or vacancy mechanism, only the latter 
is available to the larger atoms of the inert gas sroup. Thus, quite 
apart from the ireater ease of formation of a vacancy in gold ( .6 e.v. 
as against 1.1 e.v. in silver), it would be expected that helium would 
have a greater mobility in gold. It would appear that either the helipllJ. 
was completely trapped in gross bubbles in the gpld, or that the results 
of LE CLAIRE and ROWE are in error due to the mechanism postulated above. 
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A secondary effect observed by LE CLAIRE and RONE was the fall-off 
in the value of "D" if several successive anneals were used. This is 
siinificant since bubble formation could be responsible for such an 
effect. It was not observed by TOBIN (18, 19), however, using the 
aases xenon and krypton which would be expected to forn1 bubbles more 
readily than helium. 
The work of .MURRAY and PINCUS (91) is of great relevance to the 
present disousaion. Using the sandwich:·. method for helium in aluminium 
values for the diffusion coefficients at 400°0. and 470°0. were obtained. 
These results are compared with those of the present work in table 8. 
It was also found (of. (9)) that the diffusion coefficient decreased in 
successive anneals. Using the lithiun{aluminj.um technique adopted in 
the present work they obtained highly inconsistent results, very little 
variation of helium evolution being observed with temperature. More-
over, the diffusion coefficients given by this technique were muoh 
smaller than those obtained using the sandwich___!!!_~})~~ __ _ !\ l_Q.j:_e_~ r.e_p_o_r.:t 
. -··--· -- --··-- .. ---- . - . -- - -------
by the same workers (92) apin using the lithiuulaluminium uethod gives 
-10 2/ 0 values for the diffusion coefficient of 2.4 x 10 em sec. at 575 C_. 
This value is still lower than that obtained from their experiments with 
the helium sandwich and they attribute this to too rea~ an evolution of 
sas from the sandwich Via the oold-weld. This seens a likely explanation 
since the energy of activation for the obseFved process was only 0.65 ev. 
(,..., 15k.oale/mole) and therefore _fully consistent with nliorooraok diffusion. 
The lithium content in the transmutation experiments was respectively 
-10 at. % and,-.().02 at. %. It should be noted that the former value is 
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rather too hiih a fiiUre to admit of true solubility on the basis of 
either NOWAJt's (72) or vossxfrHLER•s (68) work and this may account for 
solD! of the inconsistency, although too great an amount of lithium might 
have been expected to increase the amount of gas evolved, not decrease it. 
Metalloaraphio exaroination of the specimens annealed for 95 hours 
at 575°0. (92) showed evidence of bubble formation, principally at 
~ain-boundaries and sub-boundaries (of. BARNES (15, 20)). This ob-
servation agrees with the results obtained for the discs D.l3 ~nd D.l6 
which indicate that a narked falling-off of the helium evolution besins 
Taken together, these observations 
would indicate that the total amount of helium evolved in 95 hours might 
be considerably less than that whioh would have been evolved assuming 
a linear dependenoe of.£... on the square root of the tiiiie. It would 
00 
therefore be of interest to know the mathematical treatJmnt used by 
ltURRAY and PINCUS to derive their value of 2.4 x 10-lO om2/seo at 575°0. 
~i!'lce this f'~~re ~ffer~ _oonJ:Jider.ably fr.om __ the values-obtai-ne-d-feZ!-
D.l3 and D.l6 at substantially the same temperature. If their result 
is based on the total quantity of sas evolved in 95 hours then it could 
be in error due to the accumulation of helium in bubbles. This would 
tend to give a lower result than that obtained during the present work, 
where this effect has been allowed for. On the other hand the initial 
burst of gas observed in the present work may have been sufficient to 
"overcompensate" for the helium which accumulated in bubbles and this 
would give too high a result for the diffusion coefficient. This 
initial high evolution rate is very dependent on the physical state 
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of the metal and it introduces a very variable factor. It may certainly 
' be said that the phenomena observed in the pres~nt work rule out the 
possibility of calculating values for "D." simply from a lmowledae of 
the total amount of gas evolved in a known time, and if this ~mthod 
was used in (92) then it might well account for some of the deviation 
from the values obtained durina the present work. 
The conoentrations of helium used in the present work were not 
identical with those used ·by MURRAY and PINCUS but it seems unlikely 
that the difference in the ~ues for the diffusion coefficient could 
be accounted for in this way. The diffusion coefficient is indeed a 
concentration dependent quantity but usually the value of "D" varies 
only slowly if the concentration is small (115),as was the case in both 
the present work and that of :MURRAY and PINCUS. 
It should be pointed out that the fusion method of releasing helium 
from specimehs (to determine c0 ) used by MURRAY and PINCUS is not a 
reliable one. During the present work it was found ~o l!_e ~!:'Y._ 
. - -·-. - - -. - ---- -- --·-- -- -- -
difficult to achieve a quantitative release of all the gas. Error 
caused in this way, however, would not be of sufficient masnitude to 
explain the difference in the results. 
Discussion of the results for aluminium with speoial reference to 
the:·: diffusion equation. 
The factor "D0 n in the seneral diffusion equation 
D = D0 exp. (- .!.. ) RT 
is siven by 
(112, 113) 
where 
A S = entropy change on activation. 
k = Boltzmann's constant. 
h = Plano k' s o ons tant. 
In general the change in entz:opy on activation is least for those 
systems in which the component atoms are most dissimilar, and greatest 
for those systems in which the atans are identical, e. g. self-diffusion. 
Thus "D0 " should be large for self-diffusion and small for a system such 
as the present one which involves very dissimilar netal and inert gas atoms. 
Since less work must be done in loosening-up an already disordered 
lattice the energy of activation should be relatively small for systen~ 
involvini dissimilar atoms and areatest for those systems in which the 
atoms are identical. 
In general these suppositions are borne out, and the empirical 
Langmuir - Dushman equation, 
D_ = _ ih ... rf -exp.. ~- -~ ~- -~-~ 
where "d" is a distance identifiable with the lattice parameter of the 
solvent, demands that "D0 " should be large when "E" is larie• This 
equation is obeyed by many diffusion systems especially when "E" is large (114) 
but is not obeyed in the present work. The theory outlined above clearly 
requires that the diffusion of heliuru in aluminium should be desc:t'ibed 
by an equation in which "E" and "D0 " are both small. In practice, 
however, it was found that 
D = 42. exp. ( - 49.7 x 103 ) om~ / sec., 
( RT ) 
both "Do" and "E" having values rather higher than average. 
'Although the energy of activation for self-diffusion in aluminium 
is not lmown exactly, it seems unlikely that it would exceed the figure 
of 49.7 x 103 cals./mole (2.15 ev.) relating to the diffUsion of helium 
in aluminium. Indeed the data in Table 7 SUiSest a very much lower 
figure, and we have the apparent anomaly of a system involving very 
dissimilar atoms having a large "D0 " and an energy of activation greater 
than that pertaining to self-diffusion. With the larger inert gases 
(e.g. krypton and xenon in silver (18, 19) ) the relatively low energy 
of activation (35 x 103 calq/mole) has been attributed to the faat that 
the large gas atoms cause considerable disordering of the solvent 
lattice. In the case of helium the atom is easily a.ccomodated· in a 
lattice position, and, although the ~tal and gas atoills are very dis-
similar, little lattice strain is occasioned by differences in atomic 
radii. Thus the energy of activation for diffUsion of helium in metals 
may .well .. be rnug.h--h-i-g.tJ.er- t-han- weuld- a-t fir-st -be· ·e"'Pect-ed-. 
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CONCDJSIONS. 
The Dl!lthods normally used for the elucidation of the diffusion 
characteristics "D" and "E" have been shown to be inapplicable, without 
modification, to· the oase of helium in aluminium. Although the work . 
carried out on the diffusion of helium in beryllium and meteoritic iron 
is less conclusive, there is a strong suggestion that similar invalidating 
factors are at work in these systems. 
These factors are:-
A.) Too areat an amunt of helium evolved in the first few minutes 
of annealing. The evidence SUjgests that this is either a grain-
size dependent ID!ohanism, or more probably is due to the rea~ 
release of helium Which is loosely trapped in grain boundaries. 
The use of single crystals would eliminate both these factors. 
B.) Too rapid a decrease in the rate of evolution of gas after a 
few hours annealing. This is attributed to the accumulation of 
the helium into bubbles in the ~tal. 'l'he presence of these 
bubble.s .has _not_ .been._dir.ec.t~y-dem:m.st.t!ate.d--in-th.e--prresent-wol!-k-but 
there is considerable direct evidence for bubble formation in 
other inert ga~metal systems. 
When the mechanisms outlined in (A) have ceased to be effective, and 
before that described in (B) comes into operation, there is a region in 
which the fraction of gas evolved shows a linear dependence on the square 
root of' the time. This region extends f'urther the lower the temperature 
and this sugests that, as far as is practicable, low temperatures should 
be used to determine the diffusion characteristics. The coefficient of 
diffusion for helium in aluminium derived from observations in this 
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region has been shown to be "D", 
where D = 42. exp. ( - 49·~Tx 103 ) cm. 2/sec. 
The unexpectedly high energy of activation nay be attributable to 
the ease of acoomodation of the helium atoms in the aluminium lattice. 
The value of "E" suggests that the movement of helium in aluminiUJn is 
substitutional in type. 
The helium "sandwich11 method as applied to gold gives values for 11D11 
which are considerably lm7er than those expected on the basis of other 
work on inert ga~metal systems using the same technique. The failure 
to observe evolution of helium in the present case is attributed to 
incomplete cold-welding of the metal surfaces. 
In aeneral, the 11 sandwich 11 technique appears to be basically 
unreliable when applied to gas/metal systems and tends to give misleading 
results for 11D11 • The fact that observed activation energies may have 
values consistent with substitutional diffusion does not necessarily 
elindnate the possibility of micro-crack diffusion beins responsible for 
a large part of the ps evolution. 
P A R T T H R E E 
GENERAL. 
87. 
EXI?ElUl4ENTAL NOTES. 
a. The photo-oell mechanism. 
This is shown in detail in fig;. 31. The sensitive element is a 
sermanium junction photo-electric cell (Standard Telephones and Cables Ltd., 
TYPE P50A. ) of are~ O. 5x 2. Om. m. • It is sensitive to light of up to 2.1 
microns, the peak response being; at 1.75 microns, and the output throQKhout 
the visible spectrum is hia}l. The energ;ising beam is produced by a 12v. 24w. 
tungsten lamp and is focussed by a lens of short fooal length. Initially 
the light beam was provided by muoh smaller bulbs but owing to the scatterina 
of' some of the light by the glass tubing it was found more reliable to utilise 
the areater power of a laraer lamp. A larse fila~rent also has the advantage 
that less precise f'ocussins of the beam onto the sensitive element is required, 
and the power marg;in is so large that. the lamps may be "under-run" thus 
minimising the chance of' their burnins out and causina failure of' the oolunm. 
A disadvantage is the greater heat~ of the photo-cell, but this is not 
serious. The cells run satisfactorily up to a ten:perature of 30° C. and 
only slig;ht trouble has been experienced from this cause. Overheating is 
manifested by a refusal of the cell to shut off when the light is obscured. 
b. Pirani gauge irregularities. 
Whilst behavina quite well once they have stopped drifting, the 
Pirani gauges used in the present work are subject to a very high initial 
rate of drift, necessitating a settling down period of about three hours. 
Thi's drift was formerly assigned (106) to the e.m.f'. s. produced by the 
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various metal/~tal couples in the aauses, but while this is \Uldoubtedly 
true in the period during whioh the various parts of the instruu:ents are 
at different temperatures, the drift due to this cause should cease 
immediately thermal equilibrium is established. MOst probab~ this 
occurs in the first half-hour or so after immersion, and hence the above 
explanation can be responsible for only some of the instability. 
There is no phase change in the nickel (102) or tungsten (103) 
which could acoount for the setting up of thermal e.m.f.s, but in the 
course of this v~rk it was suspected that at least part of the trouble 
lay vlith the use of soft-solder in the sauses. Tin, a major constituent 
of soft-solder, changes from the white to tb!: grey allotrope at temperatures 
below 1}.2° c. (104). The rate of change is slow at just below the 
transition point but becomes rapid at - r;J:J0 c., the reaction beiD8 auto-
- Qat_alyi_i_o __ (l.Q5)_. ___ The~ __ pr__e_s~noe_o_f' _ _two_ __ allotropes_ in _contaat_gives ris~ 
to thermal e. m. f. s and it seems likely that DUch of the drift is oau sed 
in this wey. 
In an attempt to check this hypothesis, a relatively low-meltina 
cadmium solder was substituted fo~ the soft-solder. It was not found 
possible, honever, to apply sufficient heat to melt the solder without 
also snapping the fine nickel tape, the use of a naked flame being, of 
course, impracticable. 
The initial zero drift does not affect the final aoouraoy, but it 
does limit the ready availability of the gauge. 
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o. A device for the prevention of the entra:innent of air by 
the mercury of the fractionating column. 
This device, which prevents the oreep of' air from the secondary 
vacuum system of the tractionatina column into the gas being 
analysed, is shown in fig. 32. The level of the merotU"y shown 
:in the figure is tha. t whioh would be oooupied during evacuation of 
the coluun. During the actual fractionating operations, however, 
the level is above that of the column base-tube (shown on the left 
of the figure) and any air brought from the secondary system by 
the maving mercury is immediately removed via tap T.l3. 
Photo-cell mechanism. 
Fig. 31· .• 
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90. 
NOTES ON SOME IDEAS INVESTIGATED BUT NOT ADOPl'ED. 
(a) Magnetically operated non-return valve. 
As previously mentioned a nWllber of experiments were made with a 
column using this type of c~t-of'f. The desi@'l of the units is shown in 
fig. 33, an advantage of this type of valve being that no separate row 
of cut-ot.fs is necessary. The valves consisted of iron rods encased in 
soda-sJ.ass, the glass being ground into a seating just above the volume 
bulbs. These slugs could be lifted or dropped at the appropriate stages 
of the mercury cycle by means of the photo-cell operated circuit sho~m 
in fig. 33. A further advantage of this particular desian is the relatively 
simple circuit which requires only three photo-cells and three relays. 
A "mock-up" of a single unit was constructed and found to operate 
satisfactorily; a complete column was then built and it was folmd that, 
with fifteen units in parallel, the rate of fall of the mercury was so slow 
- - - -- - ---
that the valves could not trap sufficient mercury to mke a gas-tight seal .• 
In order to increase the pump-away speed of the mercury several devices were 
tried but these resulted in very severe turbulence of the mercury in the 
oolumn base-tube. Since this threatened to cause damage to the apparatus 
the idea was abandoned and the design previously described was adopted. 
(b) Furnace for the collection of helium evolved over long periods 
of annealing. 
In order to measure the helium evolved over periods of time longer 
than a few hours it was thought desirable to oonstruot a fUrnaoe which 
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would contain the minimum quantity of heated metal. The design decided 
upon is shown in fig. 34. Unfortunately it was found impossible to 
outgas the copper furnace block to anything like the degree necessary for 
the accurate measurement of the helium evolved from an annealed specimen. 
The idea was not pursued with any metal other than copper since at this 
time two stainless steel furnace tubes were made available by A.W.R.E. 
and these fulfilled oost of the desired requirements. 
(o) Avearatus for the removal of hydrogen and other gases .l£2!!!. 
the fUrnace gas mixture. 
At one time it was proposed that measurenents of the moveiD!Int of 
helium in plu·toniunt should be carried out and in order to simplify the 
apparatus so as to better fulfil the stringent safety precautions 
necessary when working with this metal an alternative to the fractionation 
process was sousht. 
'l'he gases evolved from a well out-gassed stainless-steel tube furnace 
~not ~ear_.to oontaig !:lit~r helium or. n.e.on., b.ut. c.onsider.able. q.uan.ti..ties-
of ~drogen are evolved and in order to directly measure the helium 
evolved by a speoimen it is essential to absorb or otherwise remove the 
gases evolved by the walls of the furnace. Most pees my be retained 
on a charcoal trap at a low temperature, but hydrogen is not only less 
adsorbed than most iases (107) but the rate of sorption is slow. When 
designing the apparatus it was borne in mind that the use of oxygen in 
a system containing heated plutonium is inadmissible, and therefore the 
hydroaen could not be removed by combustion with this gas. Absorption 
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methods or methods employing oxide combustion techniques are therefore 
the only ones permissible, the ordinary teclmique of a palladium "leak" 
to remOV'e the hydrogen being impracticable on account of the slow rate 
of perDr~ation. 
Two methods were tried:-
_(1) Copper oxide fumaoe. 
The apparatus is shown in f:l,i. 35. This was not ideal for 
worlc involving easily oxidiaable metals on a.coount of the appreciable 
dissociation pressure of copper oxide at the working temperature 
A further disadvantage of this system is the long period 
required to outgas the oxide and the steel tube. However, the oxide 
fw.--naoe, in oonjunotion with the charcoal ·tra:p ooolecl to liquid-
air temperature, retained a high proportion of the hydrogen and 
other gases evolved by the tube :furnace. An appreciable pressure 
was registered on the Pirani gauges, however, and it V'tas found that 
an accuracy of 6% would be the best obtainable for an amount of 
-6 helium of the order 10 N.T.P.c.os. This was perh~ps toJ.;rable 
for the proposed work on plutonium since simplicity and safety 
\Vere the dominant considerations, lllt it was felt that the method 
described next better fulfilled all the necessary conditions and 
would enable a much higher precision to be obtained. 
(2} Palladium hydrogen absorber. 
The apparatus is shown in fig. 36. Palladium black ( 108) is 
held in a palladium tube by spirals of platinum wire at eaoh end. 
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The tube and its contents may be outgassed at a dull red heat 
and this does not require more than about an hour. To absorb 
aases other than hydrogen a liquid-air cooled charcoal U-tube is 
used, the gases travellin& from the furnace to the absorber and 
then throush the U-tube to the Pirani gauges. 
The temperature at wh;Loh .the tube is operated is critical ( 109) 
there being a very sharp deQrease in the a!IDunt absorbed at a temperatur, 
greater than 125° c. Owing to the low rate of' sorption of' hydrogen 
at low temperatures, the tub'~. was naintained at about 100° c., the 
glass enyelope being cooled externally by neans of an air blower. 
With this apparatus it was possible to complete~y stop hydrogen in 
the furnaoe gas from reaching the Pirani gauges. 
If' a rather higher temperature of' operation is not a disad-
vantage the use of' titanium powder has ~he merit of' much greater 
_The _r: a t_e_Qf'_s_o:r:o_ti.on_,_how.eY.er_, __ is __ not_ 
- ' 
appreciable below 375°C. (111). 
It should be noted that the sensitiVity of' the measuring apparatus 
is much reduced by the systems described owing to the increase of 
the ef'f'ective dead-space of' the Pirani gauges. The gas is no longer 
compressed into the gauges but distributes itself' between these, 
the furnace, and the hydrosen removal apparatus. A ·drop in sensitivity 
by a factor often was observed :for system (b), and this restricts the 
use of such a device to the mea~ement of relatively l~rae quantities 
of' helium. 
By reduoin& the volume of the apparatus, however, the 
palladium absorber could be made a very useful. tool for 
this sort of work, particularly if relatively large quantities 
of helium were to be measured. 
Circuit for the op~ration of experimental 
fra,ction_ating column. 
, .
.Fig. 33. 
A single unit of the experimental 
fraction~ting column • 
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